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Abstrrct 

Western academic and mainstrearn consultative research within First Nation 

communities has been carrieci on since the beginning of  acadernic institutions in North 

Arnerica. How such research has, and continues to be conducted, has been cause for deep 

concern among Indigenous cornrnunities. As a result, the thesis presented here, explores 

the area of ethical and moral research as it pertains to collaborative inquiry with First 

Nations communities, with specific examination geared towards the National Tri-Council 

Policy Statement on ethical research involving human participants. 

In addition, in order to invoke supenor joint research ventures between First 

Nations', acadernic, government and private sector groups, methodologies and methods 

are advocated that will enhance such collaborations. A discussion on Indigenous 

intellectual property nghts and advocacy for a sui generis system of  knowledge 

protection is also presented. Furthemore, persona1 experience fiom a First Nations 

researcher who is situated at the junction of Indigenous and western ways of knowledge 

acquisition will serve as a venue in bringing forth poignant context. The context 

illustrates how First Nations teachings have aided in personal development and also 

providing research perspective fiom an Indigenous point of Mew. As a message to non- 

Aboriginals, the Seven Sacred teachings and the subtlety of the teachings in the 

Anishinaabe context should be closely examined. This will enable researchers to grasp an 

aspect of lndigenous philosophy if they choose to collaborate with First Nation 

cornmunities. 

1 t is a di fficult task of specific cross-cultural negotiation and understanding, 

inherent ethical concems reach beyond cultural borders. What the literature review has 



shown is a agnificant gap that specifically de& with the problem outlined. Howwer, 

several First Natioflribal organizations have moved towards more obvious self- 

determination by instituting tribal codes of research conduct that are mandatory for any 

researcher entering into First Nations temtory. It is in the author's opinion that for ethical 

and moral research to occur, this is the route t o  follow. Academic, goverment and 

pnvate sector groups should be subject to the rules, guidelines, laws and protocols set 

forth by First Nation communities if outside researchers wish to collaborate in joint 

research projects. A situation such as this will perpetuate more positive research results 

for ail involved. 

The journey outlined in this work is one of personal development and sharing. It 

is crucial that Native and nonoNative researchers recognize the teachings offered by 

Elden of  First Nation communities. The Seven Sacred Teachings of the Seven 

Grandfathers serve as an optimum example of sharing and personal development. The 

research presented here provides a basis for ethical and moral research initiatives to  move 

fonvard. First Nation communities have always shared with those who have asked with 

honour. However, First Nation comrnunities will determine control and access to  ail 

aspects of Indigenous intellectual resources. 



Pmycr 

As 1 began working on my research endeavour, 1 made an offenng to the Great 

Spirit, Kitche Manitou asking that 1 be directed in a way that is respectfiil of our 

Teachings and of our Elders dong my journey towards fùrthering my educational 

pursuits. 1 have been blessed because my joumey is a good one. 

1 also asked Our Creator to ensure that the information that 1 have been imparted 

with be respecte& 1 sincerely hope that the people who look upon this work respect 

where it cornes from and also to utilize it in a proper and honourable way- Creator has 

given me the opportunity to provide resources and knowledge to  others who consider 

working with First Nation comrnunities, 1 am grateful for that. The knowledge and 

wisdom of Our Elders is enormous and varied, we must acknowledge and respect al1 that 

the Elders know. 

Megwetch to Kitche Manitou for allowing me to  provide this information to my 

brothers and sisters, Megwetch to the Grandmothers and Grandfathers for providing me 

with the Teachings, they have made me a better person. 



Dedication 

This work is dedicated to the life and memory of my brother David, who, next to 

my parents, was the greatest t a che r  1 have known. Chi' Megwetch for your teachings 

Brother, they will live with me in ail my joumeys. 
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Chrptcr One: Introduction 

1.1 Issue Statcment 

The following thesis provides a response to the inadequacy of academic 

information relating to ethicd and moral research within Indigenous communities. Here, 

1 address the issue of "doing research in First Nations communities from an Indigenous 

perspective. 

There is a ciear need for more effective methodologies and associated methods for 

conducting social scientific research in collaboration with First Nation cornmunities. 

Standard Western types in many cases are normaliy not relevant to this type of research. 

Boundaries are aiso exarnined with regards to University policy processes that aid in 

ensunng relevance to the "researched while attempting to protect against partisan 

control fiom acadernia. Prospective collaborat ive research wit hin First Nation 

communities requires improved protocols and standards, ideaily those set by the 

community. 

1.2 Establishment of the Issue 

As a First Nations Masters Candidate over the last two years and several months, 

the time spent acquiring knowledge has been a wonderhl expenence. However, 1 must 

point out that 1 received a priviIeged education on two fronts. Obviously 1 attended 

Graduate Studies at the Natural Resources institute (NRI) at the University of Manitoba. 

Additionally, through my 'research' for conducting a Traditional Land Use Study 

(TLUS) for my community, 1 have received an education that incorporated Aboriginal 

ways of inquiring and knowing from many Elders and knowledgeable members fiom my 

home comrnunity . 



From these two perspectives, 1 have been given insight into the inner workings of 

rnethodologies and methods of attaining education, or knowledge, however one may wish 

to perceive it. Caution rnust be urged however, to use terms such as 'methods' and 

'methodologies' for interpreting Indigenous ways of acquùing knowledge is dangerous. 1 

still question myself as to whether this exercise in which 1 am a part of justifies my 

inquines as an Indigenous student. To 'label' our ways of knowledge acquisition as 

'methods' and 'methodologies' sets up a scenario for limiting these ways of Aboriginal 

inquiry. Labelling and the defining process is a part of the methodological process of 

western paradigms. 1 prefer to think that lndigenous thought does not define, but is 

pluralistic in nature and that it does not lead to a limitation of thought. Altematively, 

lndigenous philosophies provide explanation as opposed to defining. Through explaining, 

we can fùrther add to our inquiry later as we gain more experience. Consequently, we 

witness the dynamics of lndigenist thought, forever building upon, adapting and moving 

fonvard. 1 urge al1 who corne across this Thesis to open up and expand their thinking, 

remove themselves from the confines of westem thought and consider other perspectives 

or worldviews, those of the Indigenous Peoples of this land. 

It must be declared that even though 1 am going to discuss moral and ethical 

research within First Nation communities, 1 am presenting this from the perspective of a 

Young, First ~ations' male who has spent several years in University settings. 1 can ody 

speak for myself and my experiences, 1 have not been given the right to speak on behalf 

of First Nation cornmunities across this continent, it would be arrogant of myself to 

consider that. However, 1 do hope to provide insight into how lùture researchers may 

1 For clarity. 1 am Crcc/Anishinaabc but rcfir to mysclf as a First Nations individual who is indigcnous 10 
this contincni. I s p m k  in a Firsi Nations conicxt. alihough somc may wish to utilizc ihis work in Aboriginal 
cornmunitics such as Inuit and Mctis. 



conduct themselves when considering collaborating wîth Indigenous commUNties, one 

hopes that this is made clear from the b e g i ~ i n g .  As a result, 1 have recently begun t o  

realize and fully appreciate the wisdoms and voices of Our Elders, my joumey is on its 

way towards a more cornpiete and rounded education because of the Elders with whom 1 

have collaborated. It is my hope that other researchers experience such a joumey that 1 

am on. 

1.3 Objectives o f  the Study 

The primary purpose of  this work is to  address the issue o f  "doing research" in 

First Nations communities, fiom an Indigenist perspective. Through the incorporation of 

the worldview that 1 hold and the 'îways o f  knowing and leaming" fiom my cultural 

background in concert with some of the aspects of knowledge acquisition 1 have gained 

via a Western styled education it is hoped that the following objectives are met. 

1 .  T o  examine the boundaries of  University policy related t o  Ethicai and Moral 

research as it pertains to  First Nation communities. 

2. To  illustrate the value o f  Indigenous methodologies and associated methods that 

are more culturally appropriate in collaborating with First Nation communities 

when conducting research. 

3 .  To  highlight the Peguis First Nation Traditional Land Use Study as a Case Study 

in recognition of  Traditional Resource Rights and Indigenous Inteikctual 

Property Rights. 

4. To provide recommendations and guidelines towards meaningfûl involvement 

between First Nation communities and University, Government and private sector 

researchers regarding research in said communities. 



1.4 Basis for the Study 

In early May 2000 a meeting was held with my Thesis Cornmittee t o  discuss my 

thesis proposal. At that meeting they agreed t o  my proposal, which was to conduct a 

Traditional Land Use Study (TLUS) for my community, Peguis First Nation. Previous to 

this, 1 had concems about conducting this work and presenting it in Thesis format to an 

academic institution such as the University o f  Manitoba. 1 knew that sensitive 

information woufd be shared with me, and therefore reservations about how 1 could 

protect these sensitivities. 1 thought that if 1 went through with the proposed Thesis, yet 

maintained some sense of  respect for sensitive information, then the Thesis would not 

have the full impact that a project o f  this magnitude should have. 1 considered that it 

would be a watered down version of  facts. My conscience would not stand for such fence 

sitting. I had two paths t o  choose fiom; either present the study fûlly in Thesis format, or  

not to do  it at al1 for my Thesis. 

At that stage o f  my research, 1 knew that rny comrnunity would benefit from this 

study, and 1 still believe that. 1 am in the process o f  completing the TLUS for use within 

my community only. I have resolved my dilemma by producing an alternate focus for my 

Thesis that was borne out of conducting a TLUS for my community. 

The alternate Thesis delves into moral and ethical research issues within First 

Nation communities based mainly on my perspective as a Fust Nations researcher. In 

addition, in consultation with other Indigenous researchers, for whom 1 am gratefùl for 

their contributions, the issue at hand receives input. 

The change in direction has alleviated rny concerns about protecting the 

lntellectual and Cultural Property Rights of  my community and the information the 



Elders shared with me. In this day and age of globalization. knowledge has become and 

extremely important wrnrnodity. This is witnessed by protectionist strategies that are 

continually upgraded. The Intellectual Property Rights (PR) regime is a western-based 

protectionist system that has been considered as one option for the safeguarding of 

Indigenous Knowledge (IK), a discussion on this debate follows in Chapter Five. 

It is vitally important that I share Our Elders knowledge with my fellow 

community members. However, 1 see it as unnecessary for me to present this information 

to the public at large by producing a thesis based on the traditional land and marine use 

activities of my comrnunity simply due to fact that it is important to protect our 

Indigenous Knowledge (M). The Traditional Resource Righrs (TRR), also referred to  as 

Intellectual Property Rights, of the Peguis First Nation in regards to the TLUS will be 

examined in a later chapter. 

The move is one that strengthens our drive towards self-determination as a 

community, and also individually. For myself, 1 am making a statement that ensures that 

our knowledge is not a comrnodity that western institutions can pilfer. Colonialism has 

done enough damage to our Indigenous societies through 'research', and 1 will elaborate 

on this later in the Thesis. 

As noted, I have been exposed to the paradigms of western academia through my 

University education. However, dunng my life, growing up in the Peguis First Nation, 1 

have been exposed to many of our methods of knowledge acquisition. Within this work 1 

will only be sharing a few methods, yet one must acknowledge that with the diversity of 

Indigenous Nations within North America we must be aware of the complex and 

nurnerous ot her methods associâted wit h t hese Nations. 



1.5 An Indigenous Ruearcher Going Home 

1 am a CredAnishinaabe member o f  the Peguis First Nation, located 

approximately 175 kilometers north of  Winnipeg, Manitoba. 1 have lived in my 

community for the majoriîy of my life, leaving only to  attend university. It is not difficult 

to  go  home logistically, in comparison t c  some of  my NRI wlleagues who have t o  travel 

inter-provincially or internationally. However, 1 am in the unique situation based on the 

fact that 1 went home to  "'do research". 

It is a rare occasion that an Indigenous student conducts graduate or post-graduate 

research in collaboration with hisher home community, for example, the remainder o f  

my peers at the Institute have, o r  are conducting their respective research not within their 

home communities. Within my academic department, and the Department of Native 

Studies fiom which 1 have enrolled in a Graduate course, 1 was the only male Abonginai 

student. Indeed, there has been only one other male First Nation graduate fiom Naturd 

Resources Institute, where 1 am a Master's Candidate. As a result, 1 consider my situation 

to be a unique one. 

In going home, 1 spent the summer montirs of 2000 coliaborating with Elders and 

knowledgeable members from my community towards conducting a traditional land use 

and occupancy study. At this time, 1 stayed at my father's home, which was a wondef i l  

way to re-acquaint myself with my dad, rny relatives and my tiiends afler being away 

fiom home for some time. 1 was away from home for two years with only intermittent 

visits to home that always seemed to  end too won. Being able to spend summer at home 

with family and fiends was very welcoming to  me. 



It was also dunng this time that 1 was able to  build new relationships with people 

fiom my community whom 1 had not known. Developing relationships with Elders where 

1 had known of their families, but not them personally, was perhaps one of the most 

w o n d e h l  experiences. As 1 was fiom the cornmunity, conducting this research was a 

positive thing. 1 was aware o f  the administrative avenues 1 had to travel in order to  

receive permission from the Band to conduct such research. 1 was acquainted with much 

of the leadership, and this allowed me the autonomy to  set up a study office and the 

ability t o  move wit hin the workings of Band administration. 

This thesis is unique in that it does not address specific Natural Resource 

mandates, but in a sense, a humanistic mandate that is related t o  the relationship to our 

land from the perspective of a First Nations individual. As a result, a response to the 

inadequacy of the acadernic process related to  ethical and moral research within First 

Nation cornmunities is put fonvard. By placing myself within the contea  o f  the study and 

also within the issue that has been highlighted, 1 believe that 1 am in a position to 

adequately address the concerns. The introductory chapter has laid the foundation for 

which the structure of the study can be built. 



Chapter Two: Rwicw of Relrted Litenturc 

In the literature review, and throughout the Thesis, a concerted effort was made to  

present the views of  Indigenous North Americans, and Indigenous scholars fiom outside 

of Nonh America. This was done in order t o  provide Indigenous voices as the pnmary 

source of  information, as part of the method of  Indigenist thought, which will be 

discussed in the following chapter, and due t o  the fact that Indigenous people are experts 

and authorities on their own experiences. Additionally, the policy statement from the 

National Tri-Council on Ethical Conduct in Research is assessed in terms of its relevance 

to  First Nation communities. In tùrther examination, by noting the lack of academic 

literature available on moral and ethical research that deals with conducting research in 

Indigenous societies, an emphasis on the point of the Western educational Iegacy and its 

negative results highlights the destruction and near obliteration of  Indigenous knowledge 

systems in North America. Within the following chapter, the first objective outlined 

earlier will be tùlfilled, while the promotion of Indigenous thought assists in fulfilling the 

second objective. A review of literature related t o  this topic has reveaied gross 

inadequacies in the corpus of scholarly Iiterature dealing with the issues presented. 

2.1 Tri-Councit Policy Statement 

The Tri-Council Policy Statement (TCPS) outlines the policies put forth fiom the 

members of  this council, which include; the Social Sciences and Humanities Research 

Council (SSHRC), the Medical Research Council (MRC), and the Natural Sciences and 

Engineering Research Council (NSERC). The policy statement was adopted August 1998 

and replaces each of  these respective associations' own Ethical Guidelines for Research. 

The justification for the focus on the TCPS relates to the fact that it is a National body 



that provides ethical guidelines for Canadian Universities t o  follow via the Ethical 

Conduct for Research Imolving Humans, produced by the TCPS. According t o  a 

directive dated November 3, 1 999, the University o f  Manitoba Senate Cornmittee on 

Et hical Research lnvolving Human Subject s stipulates, 'It is mandated by the granting 

Councils that, in order to  receive research fiinding from these agencies, al1 publicly- 

fùnded Canadian institutions involved in human research must adhere t o  the pnnciples 

and articles stipulated in this document'. It is fiom these protocols that 1 will discuss 

shortcomings o f  the National guidelines and how they lack sensitivity towards First 

Nation ethics and morals. 

Euro-Canadian academic ethics cornmittees must move beyond their antiquated 

thinking and seriously consult Indigenous societies for their input on ethicai and moral 

research. Research Ethics Boards (REBs) have t o  implement recornmendations forwarded 

by First Nation organizations and communities in order for meaningfùl and respectfùl 

research to  commence in collaboration with these communities. 

Section 1 of  the TCPS outlines the roles, definitions and relationships of REBs; 

harms and benefits analysis; conflicts of  interest, and review procedures. According to 

the TCPS: 

Canada adheres to a model of ethics review that has emerged in the 
international community in recent decades. The model generally involves 
the application o f  national norms by multidisciplinary, independent local 
REBs for reviewing the ethical standards of  research projects developed 
within their institutions (1 998: 1.1). 

Withiri the goals and rationale of  the Policy is to seek ethical norms that exceed 

disciplinary boundaries and that share 'fundamental values that are expressed in the 

duties, rights, and norms of  t hose involved in research. Research subjects reasonably 

1 il ~*nrd.v A forctl nnd Efhicnl Hcscnrch in 17 
( 'ollnhornrion nith f*Ïr.vf ,Varion ~'~tnnrunities 



expect that their rights shall be equally r e m g r i d  and respected, regardless of the 

researcher's discipline' ( 1 998: i.2). What the Policy implies is that the principles outlined 

are geared towards academic homogeneity that fail to recognire human diversity and 

especially the diversity arnongst the Indigenous Nations of North America. 

Within the TCPS guidelines, there are ten Sections in which al1 sections, with the 

exception of Section 6, which is devoted to Resemch Irtdving Aborigïtral Peoples, 

provide Anicles for ethical conduct regarding research involMng human subjects. An 

Article serves as a rule or  clause that researchers must adhere to in order to  receive 

permission to initiate the study they wish to conduct. Nowhere in Section 6 are there any 

clauses or rules that researchers rnust follow when conducting research involving 

Aboriginal Peoples. 

What the TCPS does provide for researchers, beyond an understated Introduction 

to the section, is Part B of Section 6, which is titled G d  Practices. lnstead of providing 

Articles for researchers to follow, 'Researchers and REBs involved with aboriginal 

comrnunities should cotisider (my emphasis) the following "good practices" . . . ' 

( 1  9983.3). The Article only provides several bulleted points such as: stating the standard 

of respecting the culture, traditions and knowledge of the aboriginal group; to consult 

members; research as a partnership; involve the group in project design; examine how the 

research addresses the needs of the group. 

Section 6 of the TCPS devotes three and one-half pages towards research 

involviny Abonginal People. This is a woehilly inadequate response put fonh by 

Canada's leading academic authority on ethical research regarding humans. Aboriginal 

groups are to be treated ethically by G d  Practices, whatever that means. 



In defense of the TCPS, the Councils recognize that they have not had sufficient 

dialogue with representatives fiom Canada's Aboriginal organizations and societies. 'The 

text of  Section 6, which builds on the extensive literature on research (13 references. my 

emphasis) involving [Albonginal Pleoples, is intended to serve as a starting point for 

discussion' (1998:6.1). Furthemore, 'The Councils affirm that in developing ethical 

standards and practices, [Alboriginal p]eoples have rights and interests which deserve 

recognition and respect by the research communi ty... In Canada and elsewhere, 

[Albonginal p]eoples have distinct perspectives and understandings embodied in their 

cultures and histones' (1 998 6.1 ; 6.2). Consequently, the TCPS recognizes the mi 

generi.d distinctions of  Abonginal groups but fails to  enshrine Articles dedicated to the 

unique status held by such groups. Note the evidence lacking due diligence by the Tri- 

Council to  meaningfully consult with First Nations and other Aboriginal comrnunities. 

The Tri-Council notes histoncal grievances that Indigenous societies have held 

towards researchers, providing another understatement that, 'the cultural property and 

human remains of indigenous peoples have been expropriated by researchers for 

permanent exhibition or storage in institutes, or offered for sale' (199862)- 

Anthropology iconoclast and Sioux scholar, Vine Deloria (1969:99), questions non- 

Indian researchers entering Indian cornmunities, 'Should any group have a franchise to 

stick its nose into someone else's business? No'. In this case, the anthropologist receives 

the brunt o f  DeIoria's vilification, yet he implicates researchers fiom al1 disciplines who 

have ventured to lndian communities in the past and those who will do  so in the tùture. 

Why is there such vilification of  non-Indigenous researchers by Aboriginal communities? 

The answer likely lies in the unethical and immoral treatment by researchers in the past 
- - - - 

' Unique; of its own kind; constituiing a class donc. 

ïinvord~ hloral and I<fhicnl Hesearch in 19 
( i i l l~horn fion wi th f irst ,Ira fion Conmuni fies 



who have failed to  respect the wishes and worldviews of Indigenous people and 

communities as put forth by Delona ( 1  995). 

Due to  reasons such as the one stated above, the TCPS provides four 

consideratioris (my emphasis again) to  follow when the interests o f  an Abonginal group 

are at stake arising fiom research (1998~5.2-6.3): 

1.  Property or private information belonging to  the group as a whole 
is studied or used. 

2. Leaders of  the group are involved in the identification of  potential 
participants. 

3. The research is designed to  analyze or descnbe characteristics o f  
the group. 

4. Individuals are selected to speak on behalf of, or othenvise 
represent the group. 

These considerations are common sense, and thus display the lack of 

understanding and inability to  produce meaningful ethical standards by the TCPS when 

dealing with Indigenous groups. By providing G d  Praclices and cortsiderafiom for 

researchers to  follow we witness fùrther insensitivity by colonial Western academics. No 

des ,  just good practices and considerations that researchers may, or  may not follow. 

2.2 indigenous Concems Regarding Academy 

This study also examines recent history and relevant literature that pertains to the 

outlined objectives. From this examination and also fiom my expenences with Elders 

from my home community, support can be garnered for future researchers who may wish 

to  collaborate wi th First Nation communities in research activities. 

The military, political, and economic subjugation of Indigenous peoples 
has been well documented, as have social, cultural, and linguistic 
pressures and the ensuing damage to  Indigenous communities, but no 
force has been more effective in oppressing Indigenous knowledge and 
hentage t han the education system (Battiste and Henderson 2000: 86). 



As an Indigenous student who has conducted academic research within the walls 

of academia, the educationai history of  Indigenous people in Canada could not be put 

more succinctly than the words offered by Battiste (Mi'kmaw) and Henderson 

(Chickasaw). Sadly, this situation ail1 persists. In a review of related literature, it was 

noted a conspicuous and serious knowledge gap has persisted in terms of addressing the 

above noted suppression of  Indigenous knowledge and its associated ways of knodng.  

The following chapter examines the lack of literature associated with Indigenous ways of 

knowing and also research related ethical and moral implications towards First Nations 

comrnunities. 

Karen Swisher (Standing Rock Sioux), discusses a National Dialogue Project on 

Amencan Indian Education as an example of "research conducted by Indians for Indians" 

in a contemporary, university context: 

. . . research on Indian history and culture must consider lndian 
perspectives. Methodology using tribal histories and other information 
about historical and cultural processes not found in primary and secondary 
source materials will avoid perpetuation of  stereotypes. The writers make 
it clear that that "American Indian scholars need to  become involved in 
producinç research rather than serving as abjects  and consumers of 
research. Masures  such as these wiil ultimately introduce more accurate 
depictions of indian experience and lifestytes into the classroom" ( 1998 
191-192). 

Even thouçh the quote cornes fiom a Native American, the implications are 

simiiar in Canada as Swisher and 1 comprise part of the 'colonized' in North Amenca. 

Academic institutions need to move beyond t heir paternalistic paradigrns when involved 

in research regarding lndigenous communities. The effects of  'wlonization' cannot be 

emphasized enouçh. 



Colonization and the concomitant attitudes associated with it, has been the source 

of lndigenous suffering in "modem" global contexts (Battiste and Henderson 2000; 

Henderson 2000a; Wheaton 2000; Tobias 2000; Simpson 1999; Smith 1999). 

The incursion o f  Western society has brought about many cultural and 
psychological dismptions t o  the flow of life in traditionai societies. 
Indigenous peoples have become s u b s e ~ e n t  t o  the Western system and 
are confionted with new social structures that they do not always find 
compatible with their needs (Kawagley 1995 : 1). 

It is that aspect of compatibility that Oscar Kawagley, a Yupiaq scholar, speaks oc 

especially in regards to how the Western education system treats lndigenous knowledge 

systems. In order to understand the basis for this research, the effects of colonialism upon 

Indigenous people need to  be examineà. 

Colonization has been the bane of Indigenous populations globally, according to  

Linda Tuhiwai Smith (1999), a Maori academic noted for her work on decolonization. It 

is this history of  colonization that binds Indigenous populations together, in one aspect. 

Stories of imperialistic abuses abound when it cornes to  colonization (Smith 1999; 

Simpson 1999; Talbot 198 1). 

As noted earlier, today and in the past, the education system has inflicted severe 

restrictions on the generational intellectual exchange between the people who have 

knowledge (the Elders) and young First Nations' people, who require such knowledge. 

The cultural impositions placed on Our youth by Eurocentric educational systems in order 

to "civilize" us have wreaked havoc on our own styles of sharing knowledge with our 

youth, as explained by Henderson, a Chickasaw scholar and Research Director at the 

Native Law Centre at the University o f  Saskatchewan: 

The conventional methods, universality, binary categories and disciplines 
of Canadian scholarship, inherited fiom the European scholarship no 



longer seem universai, fair o r  neutral. Those academic disciplines appear 
as subjective or self-interested cultural traditions, histories and thoughts. 
To assume that the Aboriginal past or  knowledge can be adequately 
explained from a totally foreign worldview is the essence of cognitive 
imperidism and academic colonization ( 1 997: 22-23). 

Our past, within academe has been mainly propagated to us by the foreign settlers who 

have squatted upon the traditional temitories o f  the Indigenous Nations o f  this continent. 

The time has corne for our own stories and histories to be told within the structures of 

Universities from our perspectives. We, as  lndigenous scholars, cannot allow the 

continuation of incorrect perceptions and perpetuation of  these falsehoods within 

educational systems. Henderson advocates pst-colonial theory whereby it criticizes and 

'confronts the unequal process o f  representation by which the historical experience of  the 

colonized Aboriginals comes to be fiamed in Eurocentric scholarship' (1997:23). The 

espoused post-colonial t heory serves as  an intellectual approach advocated by Indigenous 

scholars and writers that seek the criticisms put forth by scholars such as Henderson and 

Smith (1999). Henderson also contends that fk ther  control by Eurocentric scholars 

continues as they continuous~y attempt to  define our thought processes, labelling post- 

colonial theory as post-modern thought. 'However, post-modern thought is another 

attempt by European scholars to  regain intellectual control' (Henderson 2000a:75). Smith 

(1999: 14) adds to the discussion by stating that as Western academics redefine post- 

colonialism, it 'is viewed as the convenient invention of  Western intellectuals which 

reinscribes their power to define the world'. 

Consequently, it continues, as lndigenous scholars pursue more meaningful 

discourse within and about Academy, the Academy sees fit to  redefine accurding to  its 

own worldview, nary a consideration for our worldviews. 1s this the way it began? 1s this 



the way it will continue? However, in an effort towards selfdetermination, 1 have 

brought forth my views and perceptions, supported by Indigenous scholars, of the 

Academy in an effort to  counter-balance the views of First Nations, both negative and 

positive, conveyed by non-Indigenous researchen and the associatecl institutions. The 

effort will enable positive discourse to occur for the betterment of the Academy. 

2.3 Our Perspectives and Western Views 

What is a worldview? Kawagley (19957-8) provides a good perspective on this a 

worldview 'consists of the principles we acquire to make sense of the world around us. 

Young people leam these principles, including values, traditions, and customs, fiom 

myths, legends, stories, family, community, and examples set by community leaders'. 

What needs to occur is that much of the teachings of Indigenous peoples have to be 

taught within our current education systems, especially within First Nation communities. 

Each culture has its own worldview; there is no singular worldview in which to look up 

to, each is valid in its own right. Witiiin First Nation communities (dealing with my 

perspective) a return to our Pehgogy of the Land must occur. 1 will touch on this 

pedagogy in Chapter Four. 

The fact is that there is a differing of worldviews between Indigenous and 

Western thought. What is the prescription for bridging understanding between the two 

views? There is no simple answer; 1 can propose an overhaul of the current educational 

system whereby the appkatiotr> of Indigenous Knowledge is incorporated within the 

education system. Note: application of Indigenous Knowledge, not the it~fegrafim of 

lndigenous Knowledge. In order to achieve this proposal, a beginning in understanding 



the differences in worldviews must occur. As such, this is my explanation, dbeit brief, o f  

the aforementioned bridge to understanding. 

Whose worldview have we  been acculturated into over the last 150 years? 

Unfortunately it has not been our own in most respects, but a Eurocentnc version, which 

has been introduced by coercion, foreign thoughts and values. Through the various acts 

o f  colonialism Indigenous metaphysics and epistemologies have been tom asunder to  the 

point where our languages and systems of  daily operations have been fiagmented and 

distorted. 

In order to  better understand the dichotomies o f  the two differing worldviews, a 

bnef anaiysis of them are necessary. This is not a comparison of  the two but an attempt at 

describing the differences. These need to  be understood fiom the outset. Comparing two 

differing views is a characteristic of  Western science, whereas fiom my cultural 

viewpoint comparison is not necessary, but under standing the differences are. Learning 

"culture7' is a lifelong expenence, and our differences in cultural perspective have 

tremendous impacts on how our approach to  tasks occur in everyday life, including the 

education of  our youth (Barnhardt 2000). 

Examples o f  the Abonginal and Western worldviews are presented and adapted 

fiom the following authors, Proctor 2000; Simpson 2000a; Ghostkeeperl996; and 

Knudtson and Suzuki 1992. These authors agree that Aboriginal worldviews are holistic 

and cyclical; with Ghostkeeper (1996) adding that living with the land is holistic. 

Contrary to  this view, Western society generally hoids economic value to  the land in 

order to Iive off of  the land, humans hold dominion over nature, as stated in Genesis, the 



fim chapter of the Bible. Deloria (1995; 1969) adds 'Manifest Destiny' as one of the 

strategies for overwming Nature by Westem societies. 

Related to these are the consumption, materialism and technology that Western 

society endears, again an offshoot of the subsistence pattern driven by profit, economic 

growth and the accumulation of wealth and property. Westem knowledge sees natural 

resources as available to unilateral exploitation (Knudtson and Suzuki 1992), which lends 

itself to ownership and further substantiated by 'Manifest Destiny'. Some instances of 

Western thought state humans were created in Gd's image and that humans and Nature 

are placed in hierarchical order, with humans at the top, separated from the land, animais 

and resources. The hierarchical order is shown through the taxonomie schemes that 

Westem science has created, such as lower order and higher order species. Regardless, 

there is a ranking of species that implies order of importance, with humans at the top 

again. 

As mentioned above, Aboriginal worldviews are cyclical; for exarnple the seasons 

change as the Earth orbits the Sun, a naturai cycle as this serves to aid in understanding 

our philosophies as cyclical. As seasons change animals migrate or hibernate, some 

plants enter and leave stages of dormancy; these are cycles that have served as part of the 

basis for Our worldviews. Western thought does not view time in this manner, but views 

tirne in a linear fashion. Westem history is Mewed in a linear sense, either fiom an 

evolutionary or creationist standpoint. From these positions, progression is noted, again 

in sequential fashion. 

The generation of knowledge fiom a Westem standpoint is through scientific 

laws, hypotheses, abstraction fiom context, and assumption (Simpson 2000a; Proctor 



2000; Deloria 1995). Through mechanisms such as these, didactic rationalization and 

reduction of  the natural world takes place in an attempt to undentand the workings of 

Nature. Western science is grounded on linear thought and attempts to  find the quickest, 

most logical reason for getting fiom point A to  point B. In trying to understand Nature, 

this worldview distances itseif fiom Nature in order to arrive at an "unbiased" and 

' ~ a l ~ e - f i e e ' ~  assessment. According to Freeman ( 1 992: 1 O), ' . . .the [Westem] scientist is 

concemed with causality, with understanding an essential linear process of cause and 

effect'. According to Knudtson and Suzuki (1 992), Western knowledge description o f  the 

human role is to  dissect, anaiyze and manipulate the natural world for [mainly Western] 

human needs- 

Before examining Aboriginal worldviews, it must be pointed out that there are 

hundreds o f  different Indigenous Nations on this continent. 1 must reiterate that my 

perspective is presented here; 1 do not speak for al1 the Nations of this land. Regardless, 

there is a comrnon theme arnongst Indigenous philosophies, and that is their spintual 

relationship to  the land and that relationship is key to  understanding our worldviews. 

Everything relates to  the land, water, rocks, air and spirit-beings. Pam Colorado 

(1988:49), an Aborigind scholar states, 'Al1 peoples, including Native Arnericans, have 

some way of  coming to knowledge. Each tribe has its specific methods.. .'. 

In order to understand our worldviews, placing ourselves in context with Nature 

would be a good place to  start. Winona LaDuke (1999:2), an Anishinaabekwe writer, 

points oui 'Native American teachings describe the relations al1 around - animals, fish, 

trees, and rocks - as our brothers, sisters, uncfes, and grandpas. Our relations to each 

other, our prayers whispered across generations to  our relatives, are what bind our 



cultures together'. Therefore what is shown is 'the intimacy that Aboriginal people have 

with the land; in Western science there is no intimacy whatsoever with regards t o  the 

naturd environment. Western orthodox sciences reduce the natural environment into 

small segments in the hope that the scientist will understand the natural processes' 

(Stevenson 200 1 : 77). 

In our understanding o f  Indigenous worldviews, we recognize the cyclical and 

holistic nature of  these views. It is holistic in the fact that our spiritual, physical, mental 

and emotional aspects are considered together, each part equaily important and necessary 

in achieving harmony and balance as a person and as  a community. Whereas, within 

West em  Mews generally; t hese four aspects are loo ked &er individuall y, segmenteci off, 

each aspect requiring attention at different times than the others. Western science 

distances itself fiom humanistic notions and morality towards nature dl the while leaning 

too heavily upon scientism and empiricism (Berkes 1988). 

Related to Indigenous worldviews is the issue of collective rights. Collective 

rights lead to  sharing and respect for ourselves and our identity as First Nations people 

(in my case). Within our system of belief, we are a pan of  the land, and ail constituents of  

the land, air, water and animals are equal, we are al1 related as LaDuke mentioned 

previousiy. Treaty rights are collective as a case in point. When Elders fiom my 

cornmunity spoke o f  their traplines, they also recognized that other people fiom 

neighbouring First Nations held and maintained traplines within much of  the same 

region. However, the trappers respected each other's trapline, regardless of which First 

Nation they belong to. The point is, the trappers respected one another's traplines and 

associated areas, recognizing each was working with the land to provide sustenance for 



their respective families. Consequently, a collective respect for livelihood was maintaineà 

across several comrnunities. 

Within Western worldviews we see individual rights as paramount. Each tries to  

accumulate wealth, properties and hold title t o  land. Titles restrict access and protect the 

individual's right; respect has to  be held via Euro-Canadian law and the associated court 

system. The foreign concept of land title and ownership brought over by the Eutopeans 

has presented rnany conundrums for Indigenous Nations in North Arnerica. Seemingly, 

more oflen than not we have to operate within this foreign fiamework in order to protect 

and advocate for our collective rights as First Nations Peopies. This seems c o n t r q  t o  Our 

beliefs in some ways, not being able to present our views within our own systems, but 

coerced to justi@ within alien fiameworks. 

Witness the fact that relationships are key in Aboriginal worldviews, Knudtson 

and Suzuki (1 992) mention how hamonious relations between humans and the natural 

world are necessary. Reciprocity between humans and Mother Earth, spirit beings and al1 

creatures has to occur in order for humans to survive fiom the gifis that the Creator has 

provided us with (Ghostkeeper 1996). Yupiaq scholar Oscar Kawagley (1  995) spoke also 

on relationships as integral to their worldview, saying specific cultural mandates 

regarding the ways in which the human being is to relate to  other human relatives and the 

natural and spiritual worlds required the people to  live harmoniously with the land and 

others. Gifis and offerings made by Indigenous people to  Creator, Mother Earth, Elders 

and spirit beings are evidence of this spiritual exchange of  reciprocity and relationship. 

Gliostkeeper (1996) maintains that spirituality, sharing, gïving and receiving are the 

essence of his, the MetidCree worldview, and this is supported by ceremony, ritual and 



sacrifice. The Indigenous worldviews have been with us since the beginning of  memory, 

and they shall remain with us forever. 

The world in which we live presents us with rnany teachers, al1 due to  the gifis 

provided us by the Creator. Our Elders hold precious wisdoms; the landscape, mimals, 

birds, insects, spirit beings and natural resources al1 provide us with teachings. These 

teachings provide us with ways in which to  live and lead a proper and quaiity life. From 

my perspective, 1 believe the teachings provided to  us lead us in this rnanner. However, 

lndigenous societies in North Amerka interact within the two worldviews that are in a 

dichotomous refationship. How does one deal with the juxtaposition? AI1 1 can add at this 

time is that it is very difficult to  interact within these two views and trying to  maintain a 

semblance of  understanding of one's own heritage when mainstrearn ideologies are so 

domineering, especially in the urban, university setîing. Therefore, understanding in my 

case, and others fiom mainstrearn society is required. 

What has been presented within the literature review is division; a division of 

vïews between Aboriginal perspectives and those o f  Western knowledge systems. 

Consequently, it should be understood how the Academv utilizes its position to  impose 

their knowledge systems to propagate universal and homogenous thinking. Western 

thinking is erroneously viewed as the epitorne of human thought fiom discourse within 

the Academy (Deloria 1995). It is from this basis that ethical guidelines are put forward, 

yet the consideration of Indigenous thought is ignored. Failure by the Academy to  

promote understanding of  colonization and its concomitant effects on lndigenous 

Knowledge l a d s  to a lack of understanding and misunderstanding of our philosophies on 

ethical and moral treatment iii terrns of  conducting research in coliaboration with First 



Nation communities. 1 would submit that al1 University disciplines that interactktudy 

with First Nation societies implement courses on decolonization to counter the effects of 

an unbaland education system thereby leading to a foundation for ethical and moral 

research in the fùture. Furthemore, it should be understood that control of research 

activities in First Nation communities must be with the First Nation. I believe that 

institutions, especially the Academy, have failed to adequately protect the interests of 

First Nations' w i t h  the research conducted by such institutions. 

Research to facilitate change in First Nation communities can, and has occun-ed- 

However, more positive change can occur. The heart of Traditional or Indigenous 

Knowledge lies with the ability towards preservation and sharing wiçdoms and 

philosophies with our First Nations youth. Our ability to protect Our knowledge is 

essential in any research endeavour. Through this document 1 have offered a place where 

Indigenous Knowledge can be applied in a wise and respectfil manner. If  al1 our 

relationships are seen as sacred, and respected, h i t fù l  research can take place. 

Acknowledgement, understanding and patience is required for this to occur from both 

sides of research. 



Chapter Three: Methodology and Methods 

The following chapter outlines the methodologies utilized in this research, 

followed by introducing the specific methods o f  visitirig, story-telling, humour and 

evetiing disaissio~ts. The second objective outlined earlier will be fulfilled within this 

chapter. 

In conducting academic research, there are certain regimens in order successfirlly 

complete their studies. 1 believe that 1 have accomplished this, p d y  through western 

ideas and also greatly through the perspectives and ways o f  my own people. It was vital 

a s  an Indigenous researcher that 1 incorporate some aspects o f  Our own methods o f  

knowledge acquisition in order t o  succeed in academia. 1 felt if 1 did not accomplish my 

goals utlizing Indigenous ways o f  knowing, 1 woutd be cornmitting a disservice to  the 

First Nations community and myself. An awareness and understanding of our ways needs 

to occur, I sincerely hope 1 aid in these aspects. 

It is generally understood that methodologies provide the philosophy within 

which to  conduct research, and the methods serve as the tools in which to acquire. The 

following methodologies and methods are sophisticated in their own unique sense and 

should be considered as such within each of their respective ways o f  understanding. A 

discuszion on the methodologies utilized; Collaborative Inquiry, Oral Traditions, 

Indigenist Thought and Know Thy Cornmunity will follow. 

3.1 Colla borative Inquiry 

This is a western methodology that 1 originally adopted in order to complete the 

Traditional Land Use Study for my community. However, based on the expenences 1 



have with the Elders it cornes across as an appropriate methodology for conducting 

research within First Nation cornrnunities. 

Collaborative (Co-operative) Inquiry is a fairly recent methodological 

development within the social sciences. 'The simplest description of co-operative 

[collaborative] inquiry is that it is a way of doing research in which d l  those involved 

contribute both to the creative thinking that goes into the enterprise - deciding on what is 

to be looked at, the methods of the inquiry, and making sen= of what is found out - and 

also contribute to  the action which is the subject of the research' (Reason 1988: 1). With 

reference to beginnings of collaborative inquiry, one can point out that its origins begin in 

the 1970's and early 1980's (Torbert 1976; Reason and Rowan 198 1 ; Torbert 198 1 ). 

Torbert (1981) discusses how this new mode1 of inquiry acknowledges the fact that 

research and action are in reality intertwined and that valid social knowledge stems fiom 

well-inforrned action. 

Positives of collaborative inquiry include; according to Castleden (1992:235), 

'Collaborative research ... is less likely to violate indigenous values, beliefs and 

experience than other more invasive research methodologies such as positivist research 

which views people as objects to  be studied at a distance rather than as participants and 

CO-researchers engaged in inquiry but collaborative inquiry needs to move beyond its 

own paradigm and elicit indigenous ways of knowing and of making sense of the world'. 

The term collaborative comes fiom the fact that in order to collaborate one has to create 

and foster relationships in a friendly and respecthl atmosphere (Torbert 1981). This 

brings out improved senses of intuitiveness, theoretical, empincal and sensual knowledge 

(Torbert 1 98 1 ), al1 advantageous t o  the inquiry. 



Perhaps a negative of this methodology would be in terms of the western 

xientists' understanding of validity. Western science requires the ability to replicate 

studies or experiments. If one were to conduct the same study as Castleden, they would 

not receive the sarne input or results simply because the new researcher is not Castleden. 

Each researcher would elicit slightly differing responses fiom the questions posed if the 

queries were the same due to the fact that personalities and experiences of each 

researcher is not the same. 'To have an experience is always to identiQ its content: 

indeed, an expenence is a way of construing, of giving meaning to, its content' (Heron 

1988: 41). To furiher counter this negative assumption, Reason and Rowan (198 1 : 24 1- 

242) mention, 

. . . any notions of validity must wncern itself both with the knower and with what 
is to be known: valid knowledge is a matter of relafiot~ship. And of course this 
validity may sometimes be enhanced if we say we [my emphasis) know, rather 
than simply 1 know: we can move towards an intersubjectively valid knowledge 
which is beyond the limitations of one knower. 

In essence, what it translates to regarding the research 1 have undertaken is that the stories 

and knowledge that the Elders have shared with me are both of Our knowledge afler our 

coHaboration on the study. I will carry many of the stories on, the main or central 

concepts of these stories will remain the same. However 1 may incorporate my own style 

in tems of re-iterating these knowledge expenences and they wil l  maintain their validity 

and reliability. An example would be the way in which Simpson (2000a) outlined 

collaboration in the Anishinaabe way. 'Collaboration, mutual respect, listening, reflecting 

and consensual decision making have long been recognized as tenets of Aboriginal 

societies' (Simpson 2000a: 174). For tùrther discussion of collaborative inquiry theory 

(cdicisrns of conventional Western paradigrnatic structure. suggested alternatives etc.), 



see the following: Cruikshank ( IWO) ,  Castleden (1992). Ward (1996), and Procter 

( 1999). 

3.2 Oral Traditions 

The second methodology type used within the scope o f  my research was Oral 

History/Tradition. The ternis history and tradition are similar however they have subt le 

differences. Oral history refers to  a 'life history' o r  'life narrative' of an individual's (Le. 

Elder) experience. Whereas, oral tradition refers to ' a message considered important by a 

group of people, but not witnessed first-hand by the narrator, is passed from one 

generation to  the next' (Lagrand 1997: 75). The oral traditions are a part of dl cultures, 

and so, in participating in hearing these stories, we are helping in propagating this part of 

our ways of learning, definitely a positive for this methodology. As part o f  the defining 

process of  oral traditions, caution has to  be taken in order to  understand the implications. 

In order to  understand, Western acadernics find it necessary t o  define the process, yet 

while doing so limitations as to  how oral traditions are understood are set in place. The 

Western processes of defining differ fi-om the Indigenous worldview of  knowing and 

understanding the oral traditions (Cruikshank 1993). Whenever 1 visited or  collaborated 

with an Elder, they never said 'OK, we are going to leam oral traditions'. Rather, to me 

there seemed as if there was an innate sense of what was being shared with me was just 

the way it was supposed to be. The ciassroom was in our sharing time together and in our 

dialogue. 

Beinç able to spend time with Elders and hearing many of  their stories was an act 

of  participating in the oral tradition. On a few occasions, dunng our interview sessions, 

some Elders would tell me to turn off the voice recorder and put down my pen. At this 



tirne, they were giving me a teaching in the ' r d '  sense of the oral tradition. They would 

tell me a story and say this is how it was in the past; meaning the story and also indirectly 

telling me that this is how Our traditions and knowledge were passed on to  the younger 

people. These were definitely special times having the Elders recognize that they felt that 

1 was a worthy recipient in their sharing of knowledge, with no foreign instruments to  

record, only Our memories, as it was meant to be, in the passing down of knowledge. 

In the past, many oral testirnonies were viewed as  'supplemental' information that 

assisted in research activities of Western academe (Cruikshank 1990). However, recent 

developments such as the Delgarnuukw decision have helped to  affirm and bnng forth 

proper recognition to  this type of  knowing. Another possible negative sternming fkom the 

oral traditions methodology is the 'need' t o  document knowledge. Reading the literature 

regarding this methodology tends to lead one to believe that we are a race against time in 

tenns of  trying to document the oral traditions. Speaking as  an Indigenous researcher, 1 

believe that we should be working towards strengthening the oral traditions, but not via 

writing down the shared knowledge. What has to be put in place is a strengthening of  

dialogue between the Elders and youth in which knowledge is to  be passed down in the 

traditional mariner, by sharing stones and life experiences. Therefore, the Western 

curriculum, on-Reserve and off, estabiished by the mainstream society, has to improve so 

the knowledge that the Elders possess is shared with our youth, thus reinforcing the 

traditions. A situation such as ttiis would also contribute a base for Indigenous 

philosophies to be shared with ail youth. 

Another hurdle in maintaining and improving the oral tradition is Our loss of  

langage. The essence of the many meanings and understanding of  Our stories lie in our 



languages. By not having our own languages k i n g  transrnitted down through the 

generations, we 10% much of the traditions. It is imperative that we, as Indigenous 

people, rnake every effort to  protect and revive our languages so as we can pass on our 

knowledge in a 'true' sense, not through a foreign language. Not being able to  speak rny 

language has lefl a certain sense of loss within myself An Elder asked me a question in 

the Cree language and 1 was only able to  respond with mol;, which means no, which also 

means that 1 was not able to answer the question in my language. Colonial and 

assimilationist policies have left our culture and especially our language in tatters. 

Consequently, we  have much work ahead of  us in order to  strengthen Our Nations. 

In tenns of research conducted using this methodology, Traverse (1999), an 

Anishinaabekwe scholar, found that the oral traditions and history reflected a beneficial 

collaboration in conducting her research in her home community. 1 will not delve into the 

history of  oral traditions and how it was utilized earlier since the way in which it was 

utilized by disciplines such as Anthropology, History, and folklonsts were degrading and 

racist as most colonial perspectives were. In these terms, oral traditions were seen as  

'cultural artifacts' (Cruikshank 1993). Simpson ( 1999) explores Traditional Ecological 

Knowledge (TEK) and the close association it has with the oral traditions. Gaywish 

(1993) in a roundabout way incorporates this methodology within her thesis. In it 

Gaywish explains how stories, songs and ceremonies are shared arnongst Nations in order 

to buiid and maintain relationships. Julie Cruikshank (1 989; 1990; 1993, 1998) can be 

seen as one of  the foremost authorities on the oral traditions as she collaborated with 

Elders from the Yukon in many research capacities. 



3.3 lndigenist Thought 

The third methodology that is incorporated within the study could be tenned as 

Indigenist thought. The means in which research is colected and examineci would be 

through Indigenous ways of knowing and acquiring. Many of the methodologies utilized 

in research within Indigenous cornmunities still reflects the western paradigms. 

Collaborative inquiry and oral histories are ways that were composed by Western 

scholars, these are fine ways in acquinng knowleûge, but still manifested and defined 

fiom Western thought. How 1 would explain the Indigenist paradigm is that 1 have 

utilized the words o f  Elders, Indigenous academics and philosophers to  assist in framing 

the argument I have presented. Within the Indigenist paradigm, which 1 make no attempt 

t o  define, and the way in which I operated from it is to  consult with Indigenous 

academics and Elders. The focus of  the methodology wiU be to  devise a strong thesis 

based on the works and words o f  the Indigenous comrnunity. 1 d o  not consider a 

definition for this methodology, as  I tend t o  offer an explanation. The explanation can 

added to in layers as people may consider utilizing such a methodology in future 

research. For myself, definitions are limited in that borders around the definition are 

constmcted that d o  not ailow for tùnher addition t o  a definition. 

There is a re-awakening of Native science, and it is burgeoning. More and more 

Aboriginal scholars are producing wondef i l  Iiterature fiom which to  make reference to. 

A utilization o f  Aboriginal ways o f  knowing is key to  this rnethodology. Therefore, an 

immersion o f  oneself within the Indigenist thought and words of  the Elders and authors 

must take place in order to reright our experiences and histones as pointed out by 

lndigenous academics. In addition, 1 have made a concertecl effort to indicate the 



Nationhood or  Aboriginality of  Indigenous authors as part of  this methodology. It is in 

my opinion, that by doing this, 1 am adding ninher context t o  the words offered by 

Indigenous acadernics and philosophers and the issues they address. 

As stated earlier, I do  not define this methodology, defining to me seems so 

'Western'. Once it becornes defined, it becomes restricted to  this definition. HopefLlly, I 

have 'explained' as opposed to  'defined'. I believe that within Indigenous thought our 

ways were not defined but explained, this led t o  the ability of our ways to expand and 

grow, as we  leam, not being restricted by definition. New layers of knowledge are added 

continually within our cycle of  knowledge as we grow, learn and experience. How can 

one define something that grows continually? In order to participate in this 

'methodology', one must immerse oneself in our ways o f  knowing, thoughts and words 

of Indigenous people as much as they possibly cm. When 1 consulted with Elders, they 

sometimes explained when 1 was not able to  comprehend some aspects of what they said 

or  meant; the Elders did not provide definitions. There is a difference in the two. as is a 

difference between Western and Indigenous thought. 

The written perception that Indigenous peoples have had to  endure during 

colonial times has been difficult to say the least. The histones written regarding 

lndigenous cultures and thought were not our histories but those o f  colonial perspectives. 

We are in a process that includes contesting the current views of  Westem histories. This 

is a process of empowement and self-determination for the colonized. Even during this 

process of  lndigenous assertion o f  knowledge, i.e. Post-coloniaiism, Western academics 

saw it fit to claim this process as a postmodern theory (Smith 1999). As Indigenous 

people stnve towards self-determination, Westem thought still attempts to hold ont0 



some semblance of colonization in clairning and defining systems of self-determination. 

Again, we have to move towards our own systems of knowledge acquisition, back to  our 

traditions. 

One may find fault in the writings of many of these authors; however, the cntics 

of these talents have been mainly 'Westem academics' who seem threatened by the tmths 

that the Indigenous authors boldly put into print. Howard and Widdowson (1996) are two 

such authors that conceive Traditional Knowledge as a "threat". Thus it seems to me that 

when the 'radical' Indigenous authors are speakrng fiom their own experiences and 

philosophies they do not fit into the "orthodox" ideologies that Howard and Widdowson 

espouse. Our Indigenous statements could not be any more tmthfùl, for what holds more 

tmth than our expenences? The negative of this methodology is that there is a lack of 

understanding on part of 'Westem academics' in that they fail to see the untmths of the 

histories and experiences that they write about. Many Westem acadernics h t e  of other 

peoples' expenences fiom the perspective of a 'Western researcher", perhaps or perhaps 

not, but each foreign researcher that enters a First Nation cornmunity carries with herhim 

contextual baggage from their own worldview when they attempt to interpret their 

experiences with cornmunity. Yet the expenences that the 'Western academic' speaks of 

are our expenences. Who better to tell our stones than ourselves? To balance this 

statement, lndigenous and non-lndigenous researchers cany "contexiual baggage". If 1 

were to enter a different tribal community, 1 would have contextual baggage fiom my 

expenences, but also considering that 1 may be more able to empathize with this 

cornmuni ty than perhaps a non-lndigenous researcher could. 



Authors to choose fiom are many and may include Taiaiake Alfied, Pam 

Colorado, Wafd Churchill, Vine Deloria, Winona LaDuke, Eva Linklater, Deborah 

McGregor, Linda Tuhiwai Smith and Leanne Simpson to  name a few. Each author will 

lead the reader on t o  more lndigenous scholars, thus a web of  Indigenous authors will 

soon be created. This is sirnilar to  how Elders refer young leamers to other Elders so that 

the young may acquire h m  a more cornpiete circle o f  experiences throughout their 

journey. Once 1 spoke to  one Elder it never failed in that helshe would rnake reference to  

another Elder that 1 should speak with, definitely recognition of the importance of others 

to  the community. In contrast, 1 had a non-native researcher, whom 1 respect, provide me 

with advice on a method, or 'technique' stating that 1 should visit the Band Office and 

pore over the Band List and gauge Elders by the ages of  the people on the Band List. This 

technique lends itself to replication very nicely and cornes across on paper as 'correct'. 

However, this to me was not the way in which 1 should be building my contacts within 

the group of Elders with whom 1 should spend time. 

3.4 Know Thy Community 

1 believe in order to create a supenor research project one must d o  as much as 

they can in order to leam about the community in which they plan on collaborating with. 

As noted eartier, 1 placed mysetf in a unique position in that I went home to leam about 

our traditional land uses and occupancies. Growing up and keeping in touch with rny 

community afforded me the ability t o  leam and maintain a sense o f  awareness o f  what 

types of issues were important to  my First Nation. The majority of researchers will not 

have such a luxury. 



However, in learning about a cornrnunity one desires to collaborate with, one 

should also keep in rnind not to  flaunt their knowledge of  the community. To enter into a 

community and profess to know more than a comrnunity member is patronizing, which 

will deter from acquinng positive collaborative relations with comrnunity members. 

Deloria ( 1 99 1 b:466) elaborates tùrt her: 

. . . demonstration of an intimate knowledge of  the comrnunity will be 
perceived as the researcher setting him- o r  herself up as an authority on 
the cornmunity, ... Young people in particular seem to resent this kind of 
behaviour. It o d y  rerninds them that the researcher has the luxury of 
studying the cornmunity as an object o f  science, whereas the young 
Indian, who knows the nuances of tribal life, receives nothing in the way 
of compensation o r  recognition for his knowledge, and instead must 
continue to d o  jobs, often manual labour, that have considerably less 
prestige. If knowledge of  the Indian cornmunity is so valuable, how can 
non-Indians receive so much compensation for their small knowledge and 
Indians receive so little for their extensive knowledge? 

Consequently, Deloria wams non-Indigenous researchers to  be cautious in their 

use of  the knowledge they bear when it cornes to  'knowing thy community'. Common 

sense should prevail when preparing to  understand the researchers community of interest. 

In most cases, one should be familiar with the political scheme of the First Nation they 

wish to collaborate with, and also know who are the present leaders of the community, 

this will aid in providing confidence t o  a researcher first entenng into a community. 

Devon Mihesuah (1993)' a Choctaw scholar, notes the importance of dealing with tribal 

leadership when pursuing research projects, and also cautions not to take advantage of  

intratribal differences, if any exist, for that deed itself is unethical. Because of this 

Mihesuah (1993) States that only the elected political and spiritual leadership should 

evaluate and approve research proposals. In undertaking my research initiatives, 1 



obtained a Band Council Resolution @CR) fiom the Chief and Council o f  my 

cornmunity, which acknowledges and provides consent for the research to  move forward. 

In 'knowing thy comrnunity' Dyanna Riedlinger (2001), a wlleague corn the 

NRI, explained that a relatimshipbased approach was central to her collaboration with 

the community of  Sachs Harbour in the Canadian Arctic. Inherent in her approach to  the 

cornmunity towards creating a relationship are trust, respect, reciprocity, humility and 

humour. So it is that when coming to learn about a community, an open mind and an 

open h a r t  are al1 that is necessary, dong with a willingness to  l em  from the 

perspectives of t he citizenry and t heir associat ed lndigenous principles. 

3.5 Methods 

Regarding the methods presented, one must keep in mind that each of these 

methods easily interacts and mesh together in striving for knowledge acquisition. These 

are possible methods that may or may not work in every First Nation community (that 

depends maidy o n  the individual researcher). However, 1 strongly suggest that these are 

methods that the researcher should make themselves aware o f  when collaborating with 

First Nation communities and individuals. Researchers must recognize t hat mainstrearn 

positivist research methodologies may not be as culturally appropriate in First Nations' 

research (Castleden 1992). The opportunity lies with the communities and researchers to 

expand non-positivist research methods, which in turn will push the margins of research 

for the bettement of al1 associated. 

One method utilized within the scope of my work would be called visiting. 

Traverse (1 999: 12) refers to this method as 'a type of interaction~communication'. 

Colorado fùrther outlines the importance of this method: 



The visit is an essential ingredient of Native scientific methodology. The 
visit includes introductions, establishing the relationship between the 
Elder and the younger person (i.e., Who is your clan? Who is your family? 
What is your Indian name?) socializing including humour, and finally 
raising the purpose o f  the visit. Through visits a contract is established 
(198857). 

In order t o  create a respectful, honest and open relationship with the Elders whom 

1 wished to collaborate with. usuaily several visits had to be made in order to achieve 

their trust. It was imperative that 1 be as plain and clear as possible to the Elders and 

show that 1 was willing to  lem and respect their words and knowledge. D u ~ g  the visits 

it was a time of  being relaxed and not restrained by the structures of an inteniew. At 

many visits there was wonderfiil interaction in terrns of  conversations that would beckon 

t o  the experiences of the Elders. At these times they seemed most open to  share their 

expenences, when 1 had no notebook or recorder. A harkening back to  the Oral 

Traditions no doubt, the Elders saw that, it took me longer t o  see this. It is through the 

process of several visits where the young learner is taught the qualities necessary for 

becoming an Indigenous scientist (Colorado 1988). 

The Elders see visiting as an important component o f  community cohesion and 

awareness. The visits occur in an informal and fiiendly atmosphere. The hosts always 

offer tea or  coffee, and rnany times offer more. At these times stories are shared, or the 

talk may delve around community happenings, or who may be sick and having difficuity 

and needs heip. Regardless o f  the topic, visits are an important aspect of  community 

wellness that does not occur as oflen as it should, fiom what 1 was told by Elders. 

Mainstream academia may not see this as a 'method' as defined by Western 

standards from my understanding of readings of paradigmatic structures in terms of  

research approaches. However, it seems as if Indigenous research always must somehow 



be defined so as the "academics" c m  understand. 'The quest for precision and certainty is 

a typical Eurocenvic strategy. Eurocentnc scholars impose a definition, attempt to make 

it apply universally, then, when it fails to comply with any univerd standard by 

deductive logic, quibble over its meaning' (Battiste and Henderson 2000:36). Do the 

academics ask me if 1 understand their worldviews and ways of knowing? A double 

standard is placed before Indigenous researchers in their attempts for a 'pnvileged' 

education tiom Western institutions. Western thought would deem that Indigenous ways 

are 'antiquated and outdated'. Consequently, Indigenous people continue to strive 

towards self-determination in order to combat such stereotypes and reinforce their 

perspectives and knowledge. 

The second method that could be tenned is humour. This is directly related to the 

first method of visiting. According to  DeIoria (1969: 148) 'One of the best ways to 

understand a people is to know what makes them laugh'. He fkther  adds that satire and 

irony brought about by humour provide keener insights into a group's collective psyche 

and values than years of research does (1969). Elders always seem to know when to  use 

humour, often explainhg that seriousness does not always have to be present in meetings. 

The Elders I visited with knew how to use humour as a way in which to put the 

young learner at ease. Most ofien many Elders would start off with telling an amusing 

story (personal communications; Hudson 2000; Thomas, V.2000; Stevenson, B.2000; 

Stevenson, M.2000; ThicMoot 2000). They seemed to recognize that it is sometimes 

dificult for a young person to corne into their homes, to me it sometimes seemed as if 1 

was imposing upon the Elders. However, once they put everything at ease with each their 

own unique sense of  humour, it becarne clear that this a teaching for me. 



The Elders use humour as a teaching. Unbeknownst to me at the time, they were 

showing me that humour and laughter are essential in creating and maintaining 

relationships. Many have the ability to laugh at themselves and their experiences. This 

ability definitely was a way of keeping balance and humility within their lives. Within 

my expenences in dealing with First Nations people, 1 have always noticed how we tend 

to ease and relax situations through humour. We have the ability to be able to laugh at 

ourselves and can tease one another at the drop of a hat. 

Story-telling was, and still is an important aspect of leaniing within First Nations 

communities. Regardless of which Elder 1 visited, they always mentioned a story that 

would be key in understanding many of the places and activities that they experienced- 

This was also time for relaxation and to change g a r s  from our informai interviews, or a 

signal to move onto a new subject. In speaking of a specific place or region, many of the 

Elders spoke of experiences that they had, whether it was on a trapline or in a fishing 

camp or gathering bemes. Experiences they shared with me come to mind and bring a 

smile to my face, reliving these thoughts within myself vicariously. 1 also recall earlier 

experiences that Elder friends who have since passed on, they have shared such 

expenences with me when 1 was younger. They shared their time in explaining whether 

the Elder was digging seneca roots, picking wild rice or hunting as an example. These 

stones help the younger person to prepare for their own experiences that they may have 

being on the land. 'Storytelling is a very important pan of the educational process. It is 

through scories that customs and values are taught and shared' (Little Bear 2000:81). It is 

a way for the Eiders to pass on expenences to the youth, in order to learn from the Eider. 

'As a research tool, ..., story telling is a usehl and cuiturally appropriate way of 



representing the "diversities of truth" within which the story teiier rather than the 

researcher retains control' (Smith 1999:145). In relating back to the collaborative 

methodology, storytelling offers control of information to the storyteller. Within the 

venue of storytelling the amount and focus of the dialogue and conversations is 

controlled by the Elder, yet it is a process for passing down the beliefs and values of our 

community to the next generation in hope that they will pass them down and treasure the 

stories. Henderson elaborates: 

Not only do stories transmit validated experiences, but they also renew, 
awaken, and honour life forces. Hence, ancient stones are not generally 
explanations but focus instead on the processes of knowledge. They 
discuss how to acquire these relationships on every level, how properly to 
use thern, how to lose them, and the wnsequences attendant on the 
relationships. They say that one is lost without allies, and stories about 
allies are guides to the unseen and seen (2000b: 266). 

The Elders may have spoke of certain weather related conditions or about animals 

and how they dealt with these kinds of experiences in case the young learner comes 

across similar situations. As a result, the young learner would have the experience of 

those who came before him/her to guide them. At the tirne of listening to stories, they 

may just seem that, as scories, but the rneaning and intent of these stories nin deep. Again, 

my inability to see this at the time may be attributed to my youth. However, upon 

reflection, these stories and teachings came back to me and have allowed me to better 

understand the experience of hearing stories fiom our Elders. 

Another method that was key in wisdom sharing was evening discussions that I 

had with my father, a community Elder who is 82 years old. Sometirnes 1 would refer to a 

place or site that was mentioned to me, not getting into any detail to what was shared 

with me, protecting the confidence of the person who shared their experience with me. 



But 1 would mention a place that 1 did not hear of previously, and my father would 

provide fûrther insight and  tories into the region or  site mentioned. Willie Ermine, a 

Cree scholar indicates the importance of evening discussions within his research, 

. . . the purpose of the evening discussions was not to observe and report, 
but simply to hear f-inating narratives about the ethos of the 
community. .., the process of o b h n g  my mentors "in situ" was in itself 
a process of "coming to knowing" about myself and my people with many 
of the pieces of the knowledge puzzle being inserted one by one over 
many nights (1 998: 1 1). 

This was a wondefil experience for my father and 1 in that it created more 

interaction between us, something that was not occumng since 1 was away at University. 

These evening discussions lead to much laughter as rny dad told of some of the 

expenences he had with his fnends and family over the years. 1 was very fortunate to 

being able to spend this time with my father hearing of his expenences and wisdorn. This 

was a blessing in disguise provided to us by the Creator, for which 1 am tmly thankful 

for. If there is opponunity for research collaborators to be billeted with community 

Elders, they should welcome the billet, for there is much to learn from Elders, in many 

ways. Riedlinger (200 1 ) provides an excellent account of listening to stories and Iearning 

from Elders and how she was provided guidance from being billeted with an Elder in her 

research expenence. 
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Chapter Four: The Procas is the Product-Penonil Devdopment aiid the Teachings 

This Chapter must start by acknowledging and giving thanks to the Elders who 

generously shared their tirne and wondef i l  insights with me. In addition, there were 

several "knowledgeable community experts", people who s h e d  their wisdom with me, 

yet are nearing the "status" of Elder but are not quite there yet. There were also others 

who also shared many of their experiences, fgmily, fiiends and acquaintances, many 

times informally and over coffee. In this sharing of  experience they have ail contributed 

t o  my growth and personal development as a person and as a member of  the sarne 

community. Each has contributed in their own unique way to  the final product, for that 1 

am gratefùl. 

The Chapter will outline the Seven Sacred Teachings that were shared with me by 

the Elders. Each has shared these teachings with me in his o r  her own unique way. And 

that is one o f  the beauties of  First Nations epistemology that the teachings are always 

around us, so subtle in many forms and fashions, we just have to l e m  to recognize them. 

i urge al1 who wish to collaborate with First Nations in joint research ventures to consider 

teachings such as these. Aithough they may corne in a variety of  fashions fiom the many 

Nations of t his continent, the teachings are tùndamental t o  Indigenous philosophies, and 

recognition of the many subtle forms of  l e d n g  is crucial t o  successfiil collaborations. 

Within this section, I wilI iralicite my insights and perceptions on each of the 

seven teachings. 1 feel this will assist in providing a link between research in First Nation 

communities and how it serves as a catalyst for personal growth. This will highlight my 

own experiences conducting 'Yieldwork" in a First Nation community, this is not t o  say 

that such experiences may or  may not happen in similar circumstances. Yet 1 must 



emphasize that fkom the Indigenous perspective of knowledge acquisition, tribal 

knowledge makes people, contrasted against western knowledge, which makes 

professionals @elona 199 1 a). 

4.1 Eiders and Community Experts 

Our Elders are considered to be the cornerstones of our comrnunities, in the past 

traditionally, and in today's contemporary First Nation societies. Our Elders are seen as 

the ones who hold significant knowledge of our sacred and secular ways within each of 

our respective Indigenous Nations (Couture 2000; Kulchyski, McCaskill and Newhouse 

1999; Sinclair 1994; Cajete 1994). Tt was, and still is, the belief of our people that Elders 

are held in high esteem. They alone have the experience and wisdom of the y w s  and the 

deep understanding of  our roles as Indigenous people and our relationship to Creation' 

(Clarkson, Momssette and Regallet l!W2:8). Ermine (1 998) adds that the experience and 

insight into the communities held by Elders provides them with the responsibility and 

authority to  carry the teachings and the truth forward. 

The mle that govems the behaviour between elders and the younger 
learner is therefore that of  helper rather than instmctor. The Elder does not 
interfere in the relationship between the individual and the Creator. 
Instead the Elders guide us through our experiences usually by identifjmg 
appropriate rituals or  processes so that we can gain insight and 
understanding of  ounelves, the universe and our place in it. The guidance 
of Elders, the teachings o f  the natural world and its catalysts (i.e., rocks, 
fire, wind and water), comprise the Native Literature search (Colorado 
l988: 56). 

Going forth and sharing time with many Elders from my comrnunity has been an 

eye-opening experience in many ways. Couture (2000:32), a MetidCree from Alberta 

poignantly States that Elders are 'the oral historians, guardians of the Secrets, as 

interpreten of the Life of the People, as unusual teachers and way showers t o  the People'. 
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Further to  this Deloria (1991a:40) States, 'As Indians we  know some things because we 

have the cumulative testirnony of our people'. To elaborate on Deloria's point, he was 

speaking on the context o f  traditional knowledge and Elders passing knowledge down 

which coincides with the context of  western knowledge and how it is taught t o  Native 

Amencan youth. 'We must l e m  to  place the difference within the tribal context and 

there reconcile conflicting points of  view' (DeIoria 1991a:39). It is with context that the 

Elders guide and assist us, always telling us to remember where we are, where we are 

going and where we have been. The Elders are Our history, our present and our tùture. 

Murray Sinclair, Manitoba's first Anishinaabe Associate Chief Justice points out 

how Elders help him to  formulate a proper living style: 

Through attendance at traditional gatherings such as Sun dances, feasts, 
giveaways, namings, weddings, fastings, and Midewiwin lodge meetings, 
we were able to  learn fiom Our elders about the underlying values and 
approaches of our tribe. We were taught, among other things, that the 
values of  the people are taught not only in direct ways, such as through the 
correcting of children, but also in more subtle ways, such as through 
language itself ( 1 994: 24). 

In every facet of  life our Elders have taught us. Knowledgeable community members also 

serve in many of  these capacities. These wise people have also s h o w  me a vast part of 

our shared history, they have been toid stories as they have grown and matured. Some of 

these stories and experiences they have shared with me. All aspects of teachings and 

stories shared with me have helped me to learn and to  grow more as a productive member 

o f  our community. It is my responsibility to  ensure that many of  these stories and 

teachings be passed on and shared with those youth on their way up and those yet to be. 

The teachings that the Elders shared with me were very personal at times, that is 

part of the lndigenous way of  teaching, having the students appreciate the wisdom 



through personal experiences that the Elders have had. The contacts of the teachings 

contain wide and various meanings, ofien taking days, months o r  even years to fùlly 

comprehend (Kulchyski, et al 1999). The beauties of  the teachings are that they serve you 

lifelong . 

Elders stress listening, observing, and waiting in an attitude of respect. 
Knowledge can often corne in a moment o f  experiencing a hidden 
meaning. Leaming is thus a matter o f  personal responsibility. Elders often 
request that the leamer be 'of a good mind' while listening to the 
teachings, in order to  more fully understand their meaning. The teachings 
frequently involve moral lessons that pertain to  an individual's behaviour, 
oflen linking that behaviour to spiritual understandings (Kulchyski, et al 
1 999: xv). 

It should be understood how the teachings provided by the Elders contain holistic 

meanings. The wisdom shared should serve the cornmunity as well as the individual. In 

the time 1 shared with the Elders, they have shown me the maturity and thoughtfùlness 

that is required when one attains such stature. 'Wisdom is a complex state of  knowing 

founded on accurnulated experience. In Tribal societies, wisdom is the realm of the 

elderly' (Cajete 1999:48). Cajete (1999:48), Tewa Pueblo, fùrther States that Elders 

'maintain the Tribal mernories of the stories, rituais, and social stmctures that ensured the 

"good Iife" o f  the community through the spirit' 

Elders, as highly aware persons, and as carriers o f  oral tradition. are the 
exemplars, the standing reference poizt-. When guided by the Elders, the 
apprentice leams to perceive and understand something o f  such 
dimensions as the nature itseif of their knowledge, of the centrality of  
primal expenences, of the "laws of Nature", and this in Elder sayings 
(Couture 2000:61). 

Having spent time with Elders and knowledgeable community experts over the 

course of  the summer of 2000, much of what the lndigenous academics have written in 

the literature, 1 have experienced. Granted, as 1 grew up on my First Nation, 1 have also 



had similar experiences, hearing the stories of long ago. As a youngster, when the old 

people would visit my parents and have tea in the kitchen, 1 would sit dong the w d  

closest to the kitchen îi-om the living room and listen to these stories. Enjoying the 

laughter emanating from the kitchen, many times 1 would sit quietly and wonder about 

the stories and what the experiences meant. Today, 1 still wonder sometimes about my 

time shared with Elders. It is part of the process of learning, reflecting back on those 

experiences. The OId Ones, as Ermine (199S), a Cree scholar, refers to the Elders, are our 

guides in the comrnunities who encourage young minds to  recognize and affirm mystery, 

both aesthetically and spiritually. It is up to us, the younger generation to perpetuate our 

ways of knowing and leaniing. To remember who and where we came tiom and to listen 

to the directions of our Elders to  lead us in the fùture, this is central to the teachings that 

have been shared with me. The Elders have questioned me in what lies ahead for our 

hture, 1 can only state that we have to work together as a wmmunity to make it stronger, 

healthier and more vibrant. With their teachings, 1 know 1 am headed in the proper 

direction. 

4.2 The Seven Sacred Teachings of the Seven Grandfathers (Anishinarbe) 

There is a need in the contemporary Native world to articulate traditional 
views, and to transmit with discernent and discretion to the extent 
possible, sornething of the fùllness of the Traditional Experience - in its 
intricacies, beauties, and ineffabilities (Couture 2000:33). 

The teachings that follow generally are seven basic tenets found within 

Anishinaabe society. The seven teachings are outlined as found in works provideci by 

Eddie Benton-Banai (1988) and Lena Odjig-White (1996), both of whorn are respected 

members of the Anishinaabe Midewiwin. The manners in which the teachings are passed 

down were mainly through traditional ceremonial gatherings, oral historiedtraditions and 



informal settings. The Elders with whom 1 have spent time with, not in a formal f8shion, 

but in nn informal manner, presented these same teachings to me. The above quotation 

leads one to consider these teachings and how they may be followed and comrnunicated 

to  others who may heed the teachings. However, these are only a minute sampling of 

teachings from Anishinaabe philosophies, the teachings of Aboriginal societies are 

countless. 

Growing up and attending school first in my community, then in University 

settings, 1 have ofien wondered if this was "our education"? Was this how we were 

always taught? If not, then why are we being taught in this mamer? Of course as I 

became more aware of the "Indigenous situation" 1 was then able to piece together some 

semblsnce of answers to these questions. Recently 1 have begun to see the realization of 

the above quote by Couture and initiate a beginning to  the understanding of what the 

quote means. Researchers, presently and into the h r e ,  Indigenous and non-Indigenous 

must become aware of and respect Indigenous worldviews if there is to  be continued 

research in our First Nation cornmunities, and if this research is to conducted in a fair and 

equitable manner as prescribed by Indigenous views. However, allow me to articulate the 

process that 1 was led through by the wisdom of numerous Elders and cornmunity experts 

within my community by discussing the Seven Sacred teachings of the Seven 

Grandfathers and how 1 have perceived them. 

4.2.1 Wisdom 

To cherish b~uwldge is tu b ~ w  wisdom. From this ability we are able to  reflect 

upon our experiences and leam fiom them, both good experiences and bad ones. From 

these reflections opportunities of  fessons leamed are presented. lntegral to  tinding 
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wisàom is the constant venture of seeking to  increase our knowledge and skills. Wisdom 

helps us in maintaining focus of Our goals and visions sought. Cherishing knowledge also 

means using knowledge in the proper rnanner, maintaining our values and 

ethical standards of conduct within the cornmunity. Without Elders guidance, 

not be able to see the tme nature of wisdom (Benton-Banai 1988; Odjig-White 

Sharng timc with Efders ltas gïven me imight into the wisdom thaf 

upholding 

we would 

996). 

they h o / '  

Wisdotn is gmhed by exprieme. Both the women mtd men Efdèrs s h e d  mony of t k i r  

experiences as they have buift their cornmunis, and raised their families. Not on& have 

thry passed on tnmy of their expdertces. but the eqmriences of those who came &fore 

t h m  as stories ami as oral commu&y history. 7here was wisdom if? their btwledge of 

plar~ts, mimals and mediciltes, of which 1 am in m e .  It was tnïiy amazing to hem these 

stories of h m  the gifts that Creator provided us with were and are tïsed 

Hardship was an enonnous pmî of the Elders ' experiet~ces. They ne ver ceased to 

u r n e  me with how ardrrous their livelihoocis ami everyday /ivir~g were. /t is safe to make 

a .wPeepitg statement and point out t h t  the majority of this hardship was brmïght t ï p t ~  

them throt& colonial activities and the shackliirrg legisfatio~~ such as the Indian Act. 

However. the Elders also metitionid how the commtïnity seemed so much happier irr the 

pasf as opposed to cotttemporary times. People actrïaliy spnt a great deal more fime 

togerher atld that was the bond rhar made the commtïnity strotlg ami healthy. Tnt. Elders 

have .show,r me widom by how they have dealt with and adapted to the har<ishps t h  

hrjell ocïr conmu,~ity. Ali First Nafiotr commïnities have deolr with a great deal of 

hardships- me otw cortstat~t is thor we have stïrvived a d  are regaining our strength, 

much if> part to the wiSdOm dsplayed by otïr Elder-Y. 



4.2.2 Love 

To know love is to bmv puce.  The Elden always maiiitained that to have a 

strong cornrnunity we had to  leam how to  get along with others and be abIe t o  work with 

tbem. They say have compassion, kindness, to care, share and to cooperate. These 

attributes al1 contnbute to the weU-being of the individual and the comrnunity. To show 

love and peace is the ability to accept, yet provide hope. Creator has provided us with 

many lessons through our interactions wit h each ot her, and t hrough interactions wit h the 

animal and spirit beings. We have to acknowledge these lessons to learn and to obtain 

hope which l a d s  to suppon for ourselves and community. Love nurtures harmony and 

that is an honourable goal in interpersonal relations (Benton-Banai 1988; Odjig-White 

19%). 

7he Elders showed love in d&ierer~t wayq but essentiai& they spoke of 

commtmity and curing for others in terms of love. They reminisced on the old days wheri 

everyotie helped orte atrother, makitg mre rio one would endirre terrible hardship. Mary 

spoke of how "Bees" were held, were a fmify wouid h e  a "Wood Bee". Families 

would come together for a dqy and m t  and stack frrel w d  for the famify hosthg the 

"Bee ". ntere would be enough w w d  gathered for thai f&fy tu lbst t h  rhroughout the 

cornirig wititer. The host famik) woidd feed ail the workers throughout the clqV as 

reciprocation for the heip fhar was provided them. This was an opprtwiity for families to 

corne together, work. and have f i r i .  Similar "Bees " happetied for crop harvests or for 

raisit~g homes atrd barris. This was one aspect of bomiirig t h t  led !O comrni~riiiy spirit 

arid love of feIiowship. Tc-ay, perhaps the closest thing that may resemble "Bees " I I I  Our 
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community todqy wmfd be the annual d g g r g g r n g  e f l i  to combat the qprlngfloodjng. 

People work together to Save homes and infiastmciurefiom the springfld .  

Efders also p ù e  of their /ove of the fànd Much of t k i r  hqpiesï mernories were 

about time they cad their familes spmt out on the I d  Reference fo the following 

Peabgogy of the Lmû wiif provide explanution. 

4.2.3 Respect 

Tu honoccr aIi of the Creaiion is tu have reqect Respect to me has been the 

biggest teaching offered to  me t h u g h o u t  my lifetime. It is from respect that you learn a 

great deai. Showing respect means that you respect others, and t o  accept differences that 

may occur cross-culturally. 'To respect someone is to  regard them with deference, esteem 

and honour' (Lickers 1995: 10). From respect one also learns ethics and high standards o f  

conduct that is expected fiom oneself, family and fiom the community. The Elders also 

told how offerings and prayers are made to  the gifts that Creator has shared with us. 

These gifts, plants, animals, fish, water, air and medicines have t o  be respected. 

'Appropriate includes the moral dimension of respect for the part of nature that will be 

used or  afiècted by our action' (DeIoria 1991 a: 15). A basic tenet within North American 

Indigenous philosophy is that we are al1 related; everything is related. Therefore, we see 

relationships as  key to  our sumival and well-being. We need meaningfûl relationships 

with others (plants, animds, humans, land, water) in this world and in the spirit world for 

healt hy living, this is the basis for respect (Benton-Banai 1 988: Odjig-White 1 996). 

Growing up we were always told to "respect Our Elders', 1 rernember hearing this 

constantly when i was Young. Looking back and reflecting on the possible meanings for 

this, I realize how much that one saying has meant for me. Our "Elders" include our 



human Elders and also the plant, animai and spirit "Elders", for they teach us so much. 

Our respect for our Elders brings us knowledge we require for strong communities and 

individuals. Respect must be shown to out teachers, traditional and secular, for they 

shape our views of this world. However it is the Elders that teach us of Our past and of 

our ancestors, the ancient teachings are relived and rernembered through them. Our circle 

is strengthened through our Elders teachings. My respect for the Elders that I shared time 

with is immense, if al1 young First Nations people could share time with the Elders as 1 

have, 1 have no doubt that the youth would see the world as  a place where they c m  thrive. 

Respect was also shown thrmgh the work we do. Whut we do for arr fmiiies and 

others shows we respect them. My parents ahuays made sure we had work to do. whether 

it wm hariling water, cutting anù h f i n g  seasou wwdJor winter heating, worki~tg in the 

garden or jusr cuttittg pas. 1 am gratefirl to my parents for showing me the value of 

work. when I was ymger  I did not realize the importmzce of m r  &i/u tush us the YOU,I(: 

are a p  to do. However as 1 matzrred (albeit lately some may argue!). tipott reflectiort the 

value of the work ethic haF h n e d  upon me. Respeci also means fhol when I am home if  

affords me the c h c e  to help out my father. 1 ee,>joyed otîr rime ON the land as we wet~t to 

the brrsh to harrl w d ,  at these limes he worrld relaie stories about his experierlces on the 

l d  These ofrert times worrld be humourotcs stories of times he spe~tt with his work 

parrners as they worked to provide for their families. nial irt ifself is a lesson. ever? 

through hardships. as orrr Elders have endirred. rhey shared humotrr as a way in deali~ig 

with har<lÎhi@ A h  my father would speok of the Imtd in which we were b1. relati~~g 

wliere certairr activiries look place. Where people worked. camped or attimals had their 



t r d s  md fàwun'te areas. these to me were impotiant to hem. 7he kunvledge thof the 

Eiders possess is worderfiri, bearrrif i stories emamte from their spirits t h !  teach. 

4.2.4 Bnvery 

Brovery is to face the fae with integrity. Every Indigenous person has a great deal 

of bravery within. Over 500 years o f  colonial activities that have been used t o  degrade 

and dehumanize Indigenous populations could not remove our essential aspects of 

humanity, bravery being one of  them. 1s wlonization the foe? The answer lies in what 

people themselves think, for myself, 1 believe it is a major obstacle to  healthy 

cornmunities. Integrity is the key to bravery, be truthfbl to yourself and our fiiends and 

others w e  meet dong  Our journeys and you will exude good morality such as bravery. 

Therefore, to have courage t o  face demanding situations is k i n g  brave. Bravery also 

means the ability to  have self-assurance, be strong and become complete individu& in 

professional and personal development. Bravery includes the ability to  maintain self- 

awareness, knowing our own personal needs and values, which leads to an understanding 

of our attitudes and values we place in the process of learning (Benton-Banai 1988; 

Odjig-White 1 996). 

Bravery for me memtî havittg ro corne inio the ciîy from the reserve ro jiirther 

orte 's educatio~t, m d  dealing wiih fore@> imtitutiom such ar the uttiversities. oone har to 

&a/ wiih the aditire shock. I f  sotmir iïke a simple ihittg, but cornittg to the cig cm? be a 

fratrmatizit~g experience. To 1 4  al this attother way, fake a "city " persor] ard place 

hem b> the h s h  m d  rhey wiif become rrmmatized nlp poit~i is. hese me fwo dqferetti 

sce~~arios we have fo deaI with, o m e  we are familiar with, the other we are not. We have 

tto choïce httr ro jiamifimiiP mîrsefws with these joreip sysiems (agaitt an ontcorne of 



colonization). Deoling with non-Idgeenolcs people w h  erpeft î h w  of us wwho corne 

pont the reserw îo immediate& understrmdevery minute detaif ojcity living or uttiwrsity 

Ive is hmowing. i f  we ab not w&rstmd we get giunces of 'îvk plmet is he from? ". 

Howewr, bravery proviùes us with persistence, uII0wing us to owrcome our 

inexperiertce of urbarl living. Afier several yems of University, I stil. have pler~ty to lean? 

about irt tenns of city living and university lij. Regardiess. thol urges me ON to wmat to 

i m  more. 

1 thin& it tm& a !Me bit of bruvery to knock or1 the doors of Elders arad ask ~f 1 

cm1 inîemrpr / k m  from their h i &  lives. Yet t k y  sensed my qprehensior~ about 

disturbing them m d  rhey e~rnrred that my ir1tnrsior1 was not t h & ,  on intrusior~. The Eiders 

have show11 bravery in retelling of th& experiences to me. All went thragh ferrible 

d~flmities grwir~g up and living through their &lthOOd, We [ost our lm& in St. 

Peter 3?, we were forcibfy removed from th01 mea. II stiil pains those who remembw or 

heard of the stories abarr hm* orrr lami wax stolen from us. Howewr, this is a story that 

m s t  remah1 with the comrnrrrtit)'. mis is ordy orle pair?, there are cmntfess others. Yer 

uruier ull this duress, m r  Efders have mairitairied our serrse of values as Itldigerrot~s 

peoples ami haiv seen 10 ir thut these values are pussed on. iVzrough all of the adi~ersity, 

the Elders have been examples of bravery to the ones who foliow their fmtsteps. 

3 For an accuraie account see. The Illegai Sumender of St. Peter 's Reserve. TARR Centre of Manitoba. Inc. 
' II mn bc argucd that an attcmplcd "cleansing" look piace. In the colonial history of Norrh Amcrica. 
clcansing policics by Europan and Euro-Canadian govemments have takcn place. Thc Bcothuks of 
Nm$oundland wcrc systcmaticaity craâicated by such policics, as one example. Evcw Firsi Nation 
community has suffered this fate in not such so conclusive tem. First Nations' in Canada have becn 
clcanscd from i hcir tmditional tcrri tories and placcd on srnall pockets of land callcd Rescrvcs. this would 
consti tutc a "clcansing" froni lhcir traditional tcnitorics. 



4.2.5 Honesty 

Honesty in facing a sizuatfon is to be bmw. This is possibly the most important 

value to  consider when coaperating with First Nations in terms of  collaborative research. 

It is crucial to remah honest and open at al1 times. When meeting with an Eider for the 

first time, one has t o  show the quaiities o f  sincerity, truthfblness and equality. Honesty 

also means that we have to know how to  handle sensitive information in a confidentid 

manner. The wisdom that Elders possess is theü intellectual property this has to be 

respectai. Related to  the aspect of sensitive information is how the feedback of 

communication occurs. The stories serve a purpose and the purpose should benefit the 

community. If the Elders agree t o  meet with you, they are putting forth that the stories 

they share are truths; there is a sense of  importance and solemnity in passing on 

information to  assist the young leamer. Therefore, the Elders knowledge should be held 

in high regard. Their experiences, and the teachings that have been passed on to  them 

have helped the Elders survive and heiped our comuni ty .  It is through their honesty that 

we respect their wisdom (Benton-Banai 1988; Odjig-White 1996). 

C'omirtg fonvard arui asking IO visit and speak with Eiders / haci io show h e s t y  

ir, the siluatiorz in which I presented myselj: I wmted fo hear of fheir sfories ard 

experimces about the /and in which we used and occupied More oftell than rtol, it faok a 

fèw visirs for me to gaiti their trust. Hawever, as long as I maii~ttahed a serise of hzesty 

ard whjp I was askrrig them to share their rime, they were willirg to share. 

Honesty il1 ariy type ojresearch is irategral to the slrccess of t h t  research. Withi~l 

fhe Ethics Applicatiott 1 had to romplele before I w e ~  to the field, I t~oficed one questiot~ 

in the a~~p/icatiow, which asked if decepriota war to he used B 1  the propsed sh~dy. I wm 
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actuaily quire h k d  to cone QC~OSS rhrs questiort in the Ethics Applcatior~. C l ,  

fkrther contemploron, it seems hpr i t i ca l  thot an Ethics review form would ask if 

defeption would be used mis w m  one mea of the ethics appiication process thot I 

thmght s h e d  little regard for First Natiom philosophy. me idea of deceptiott runs 

CO- to the socred teachings t h t  haw k t  lefr with ILS, if one is to collaborate wiih 

Fim Natiom in a research vertue decepriut1 of any kifid shotdd rtot be an opfiort. 

Persorzally, hortesty has corne fiom liviw a d  deaiittg with fmily, fier& and 

cornmt~rtity- I thirtk t h t  through living Ifle and experiencittg the ups cnld dwrts lge gives 

~ a ,  we see the wltie of what being on hunesi person is. As a younger person. one hm the 

feridency to see how far orte cart strezch the bowtriar;es of good corrduct. Evertt~~aily, the 

botltds of g d  cotrduc~ me broken, ltris shows a lack of hottesty. mottg 0 t h  thirrgs, 

and a proces ojleanzing tukes place. Some learn. some take longer zo leam Perh<y>s if 

has iakn me lor~ger to leam abmi this. Regardles, fiom our mistakes we leant. the 

irnpetuous~tess of yuuth does serve some purpse. As we rnattwe we begirr to recogrtize the 

d u e  of what beirtg an hottest person memts. me Elders recognize ihis irt people who 

corne to as& them for advice and teachirgs- me level of adviice and teachings orte 

receiws re/ects the anto1mt of maturiîy otte show:r. visitirtg with the Elders I have tried 

to show the utmost of respect for fhcm and asked in art hottourahle mamer thor they take 

tirne to share wiih me some of their exprietices. Honesty breed's hottesty, mtd beirtg the 

b a i  persOtt y014 car1 he io he fp your commrmity is all that the E/ders ask of you. 

4.2.6 Humility 

Htrmility i s  ta kriow prrrself as a sacred part of the Creatior~. Humility means to 

be modest about Our achievements and to be sensitive towards others. We have to respect 
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the way in which the Elders share and tell of their experiences. Everyone and everything 

is a part of Creation and we have to respect this interrelationship, this sacredness. Being 

modest about our accomplishments also teaches us to be aware of our own limitations 

and strengths, yet we also must be aware that we have the capacity for always moving 

towards improvernent and growth. Thus, in order to do this we have to sharpen our 

listening and observational skills. This will lead us to develop proper strategies in terms 

of respecting Indigenous styles of  learning (Benton-Banai 1988; Odjig-White 1996). 

Withotrc a dmbt. the biggest teaching I have Ieamed in terrns of the teachings 

shared with me by the EIders has been humility. Within the actions, words mtd persoctal 

cortd~~ct. the Elders did not tell me about huniIity, they serwd es exanipIes of htmility in 

their own w q  of teaching. At the end of my summer m home, qfrer I had spenf fime 

refrecting upon the injona~iot~ ihat the Etders had shared with me. a seme of how little I 

hm.  over came me. Nor ordy t?uzt, ~ I J Z  the sense of how much the EIders kmw! And even 

thot@ I spent rime with them. fhis wus not e m g h  rime to gain more from iheir imighr. 

Memting t h t  I wish I had more lime IO spend with them. 

Regardless, hrmiIity smk il] me as I realired the hardhips and trials thut Our 

Eiders had to enhre in order to make Our commtmity strong. Stories of Residerlriai 

schools, how orrr Elders had to re-htrM our comrnurrify 111 total& mw Iocatiorl as we 

wre fmed to move from mr origirtaZ Reserve adjacent to Selkrrk. Mmitoirobo. The hmsh 

realities of re-esrablishittp the cornmtmiy were a stor)' of strengrh. determinatiort and 

despair. nte wiiIirrgness by the EIders to share this i~fonnation is a testament to th& 

furtitrdk il> deahtg with aadversity I was ovenuhelrned ut the deaIit~gs the people before 

me haJ ro pur trp with. I m q  haie read about many of these hardchips. but to actuaI[v 
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hem of them firsthand reuiiy purs it in perpctive. A teaching of ours ylys thor we must 

ahuays look tu Our pasr to see where we me going, ifnot, we [ose m r  senw of direction. 

me  E&rs proride us with m r  seme of the p s t  through their teachiilgs. heiping to gui& 

us in acr firtures. I am so amazed at how much ânowiedge and wisdom Our Eiders have, it 

hearteris me to how that they ïmà others are fhere to help guide us in m r  jotmwys. 

The abiiity of the EIders to imk hack upon their hardships and share them with 

me in a carirtg woy shows how much thor they hm) the w q  in which ro shme reachings. 

It would have been very easy for hem tu relay harsh feelings towarak the coIo~rizers and 

all thor they h m  brought upon us. However. the EIders recognized that this wouid nof be 

a propr wqy irt which to share their h~owledge. iI;hrough their humiiity thry have givert 

me exampies to foliuw in order to becorne a more complete person. 

Evert though I have moved thrargh western academia somewhat unscathed and 

with some success, the hmility t h t  I haw been shown has taught me CO be carefi~i with 

how I share my experiewe. I have to be consideraie of sharirrg in a proper mamer, 1102 

trying to falk Jowrl to those who rnay wish to liste11 to what I may haire CO say. Knowi)rg 

whar I b~uw, / realize h m  lirrle I kiow. Strange commerrt, but I have pferrty of years to 

coniime iear~tittg ami observing as those before me have dotle. 

4.2-7 Truth 

Tmth is fo k,im al/ these rhittgs. To know and have the ability to enmesh al1 the 

teachings in one's daily life, that is tmth. We have to appreciate our growth and 

development and how they correlate to the seven sacred teachingq this leads t o  tmth. 

Utmost is the ability to be loyal in al1 our relationships, be they to humans, animals, the 

land, spirit beings or Creator. If one stays true to the relationships that are a part of one's 



life, the sacred intercomiectedness, one will mily be on the joumey of completmess as a 

woman or a man @enton-Banai 1 988; Odjig-White 1 9%). 

Jn sharing the teuchings with me, the E i ' r s  shaw me t k i r  own tnrrh in whoi they 

reweded to me. Khe littie tirne J s h e d  with them. fiam the outset t k y  estabiished w h t  

was reqired of me. and thut was the ability zo be anci remai11 tnrthfiri to their teachings. 

n>ey did not corne out rmd say it es such. but it was irnpizcit in the wqy t h t  they provided 

the irljorma~ion to me. Rellefiizg back on rny time with the Eiders, I realize, albeit not 

jirliy yet, how they intended me to leam, to 3rd out and iemfrom myseg for rnyself; a d  

more imprtuntiy, for otrr commzmiîy. The EIders provided the teachings ruad the 

p i h t c e ;  it is up to me to [ive up to lheir collective outlook of me. They expect me to 

uury on our coiiective struggie for se~&tennination, not by myseg but as part of 

community. 7he younger generations are targht to carry on the roles t h  the Euers W 

when they were yoringer, the reciprociîy mtd interrelationship of community is cnrciul. 

n e  teachilrgs ihai were shared wizh me will assist me irtfuffiiIing my responsibilities as a 

communiîy mernber. 

4.3 Pedagogy of the Land 

Everything, including the Stone, c m  talk t o  you. Everything can teach you 
something. Everything is dive, related, and connecteci in the dynamic, 
interactive, and reciprocal relationships of  nature. All events and energy 
unfold and d o l d  in themselves. That means that things corne into being 
and that things go out of being when they are needed. This principle, this 
ide* is part of the indigenous way of  knowing (Cajete 2000: 190). 

Learning is a lifelong experience, and there are several ways in which to learn. 

What is to  follow will be a portrayal of an aspect of  pedagogy that continues to be 

utilized by lndigenous people of Turtle lsland5. First of dl, what do 1 mean when I say 
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pedagogy? Pedagogy can be explained as the science of teaching or how we corne to 

know. The land and its constituent parts (Earth, air, water, animais, insects and spirit 

beings) al1 p r o d e  us with teachings in one fashion or another as Creator has meant it to 

be. There are other ways to  leam than fiom the land directly, as in obtainuig a formal 

educa t io  or traditional teachings (see also: Simpson 2000a; 2000b). However, the focus 

of this section will be on the Indigenous pedagogy as denved fkom the land as 1 have 

experienced it through Iistening to Elders, Indigenous Academics, my limited tirne spent 

on the land, and what 1 have read fiom literature. 

In visiting with Elder Hugh Hudson from my home community, he has observed 

anirnals and how they interact within their natural habitat to prepare for the change of 

seasons. It is through these observations that Elder Hudson has been taught by the 

animals to make weather and climate forecasts, just as one example. Elder Hudson is a 

retired trapper who has spent years on the land. In my limited time 1 have spent with him 

he has shared with me some ways that plants and anirnals have helped our people. My 

father Michael, a community Elder has shared many stones with me over the years. One 

he has related to me was how the Old People used to forecast weather by how a campfire 

burned. The different hues of the flame in association with the change in air pressure 

would signal a coming change in weather. Thus, a correlation would be made between 

the hue of the flarnes and the coming weather; this was done fiom an acute sense of 

observation. My uncle Bethuel Stevenson, another Elder fiom the community and retired 

trapper, told me how different he and 1 see the land. Since he spent years in the bush, he 

knew what to look for in terrns of what he needed in specific situations. He said since 1 

have not had that opportunity, that 1 would not have the insight as he and other people 



like him would, our perceptions would diner, wwhich is correct. Two women Elders, Mrs. 

Aurelia Thiclâoot and Mrs. Eleanor Olson, spoke of hundreds of medicines that have 

provided for us within and around Our traditional tenitones. Al1 the Elders I have spoke 

with shared some knowledge about medicines, but in most instances, they recognized that 

1 would have to apprentice with an Elder if 1 were to come to such knowledge intimately. 

1 have been rold stones of how people lived and learned on the lake. Celestial bodies are 

used to aid in navigation, and also how to locate schools of fish, as examples. Within 

certain moon phases, on specific lake sites, stones have been related on where to find fish 

on ;? new moon for instance. The examples outlined are only a rniniscule amount of 

Indigenous knowledge that has been siiared with me. 1 have only begun to scratch the 

surface, but it seems as if 1 have leamed so much. The arnount of knowbdge held by our 

Eiders, which was provided to them partly by the land, is vast. One must keep in rnind 

that the pedagogy of the land is one aspect only that must be considered in conjunction 

with other ways of knowing in order to obtain a full grasp of what Indigenous Knowledge 

constitutes. 

It is the affective elements-the subjective experience and observations, the 
communal relationships, the artistic and mythical dimensions, the ritual 
and cerernony, the sacred ecology, the psychological and spiritual 
orientations-that have characterized and fonned Indigenous education 
since time imrnemorial. These dimensions and their inherent meanings are 
not readily quantifiable, observable or easily verbalized, and as a result, 
have been given little credence in mainstream approaches to education and 
research . . . Education is essentially a communal social 
activi @...Traditional systems of Indian education represent ways of 
Ieaming and doing through a Nature-centered philosophy. They are the 
oldest continuing expressions of "environmental" education (Cajete 1994: 
20-2 1 ). 

Cajete has provided a comprehensive oveMew of Indigenous education in many of his 

works. He fùrther elaborates: 



Native science is a metaphor for a wide range of tribal processes o f  
perceiving, thinking, actingy and "'corning to  lmow" that have evolved 
through human experience with the natural world. Native science is born 
of a lived and storied participation with the natural landscape. T o  gain a 
sense of  native science one must participate with the natural world. T o  
understand the foundations o f  Native science one must becorne open to  the 
roles of sensation, perception, imagination, emotion, symbols and spirit as 
well as that of concept, logic, and rational empiricisrn (Cajete l999:Z). 

Much of  what Cajete points out can be witnessed through what the Elders have 

shared with me. The articulation provided gives basis for how we l e m  from the land. 

Yet, a literal description for much of  Indigenous science is not attauiable, the dominant 

scientific and anthropologic terms utilized to  describe Native conceptual frameworks lack 

in providing a tme and honourable account (Cajete 1999). 

Our relationship to the land is sacred, it is a tenet common arnongst al1 peoples 

indigenous to  this land. 'To understand the meaning of  Me.. . Aboriginal people [must] re- 

establish with their local ecological order. Ecological forces have dways been the source 

of  the most important lessons in Aboriginal thought and life (Henderson 2000b:256). It is 

fiom our traditional territones that we l e m .  Our science is denved fiom our ancestral 

lands, and fiom these lands the birds, animals, trees and plants provide us with teachings 

in which we learn. Henderson describes fûrther: 

Most Aboriginal thought teaches that humans are the youngest life forms 
on carth and the most dependent and the least knowledgeable. Our gifi is 
Our ability to learn and to think. Traditionally, Aboriginal people studied 
the behaviour of life forms and the seasons to develop an understanding of  
the dynarnics of a space and the role of each life form in it. They dso 
studied life forms and seasons to  create a lifestyle that was harmonious 
with the local ecosystem. The ecosystem in which they l i vd  in was titeir 
classroom; the life forms that shared the land with them were their 
teachers (2000b: 264). 

Within the traditional format, isolation fiom creation does not occur; the fact o f  

relatedness provides the basic context which education in the growth of personality can 



occur (DeIoria 199 la). It is through these varieties of relationships that we leam from 

'the people of the animal and plant world who steward certain d w r s  to  knowledge' 

(Ermine 1995: 106). As stated earlier, leaniing is a social activity, and the ways we leam 

are dynamic, always in flux, never static. According to Battiste and Henderson (200042): 

indigenous ways of knowing share the following structure: ( 1 ) knowledge 
of and belief in unseen powers in the ecosystem; (2) knowledge that dl 
things in the ecosystem are dependant on each other (3) loiowledge that 
reality is structured according to most of the linguistic concepts by which 
lndigenous people describe it; (4) knowledge that personal relationships 
reinforce the bond between persons, communities, and ecosystems; ( 5 )  
knowledge that sacred traditions and persons who know these traditions 
are responsible for teaching "mords" and "ethics" to practitioners who are 
then given responsibility for this specialized knowledge and its 
dissemination; and (6) knowledge that an extended kinship passes on 
teachings and social practices from generation to generation. 

Native peoples' connection to the land is so strong that the relationship to the 

natural world could be referred to as 'Censoulment" (Cajete 1999). By way of deep 

involvement with their traditional temtories, First Nations people derive and m a t e  

mental maps of their ancestral lands. Through participating in the variety of hunting, 

trapping, ceremonial and gathering activities, a sacred bond is strengthened and 

maintained by Indigenous people to their land. Recognizing and respecting their 

traditional temtories, and the temtories of other First Nations if one visits another 

community, a projection of the reverence of Creator's gifls ensures that the relationship 

to the land can continue. A display of symbiotic relationships occurs between Indigenous 

societies and their respective temtories, as expiained by Cajete: 

Creative use of the environment guaranteed its continuity, and Indigenous 
people understood the importance of allowing their land its nch life 
because they believed their land understood the value of using humans. If 
humans could use the land, the land would also use them to enrich it and 
keep it alive. They and the place they lived were equal partners in life 
( 1 999: 204). 



The symbiotic relationship refiects the sacred order held by Indigenous 

wmmunities on this continent. 'This system categorizes social obligations, such as 

sharing and deference, as well as proper moral and ethical wnsiderations, with the 

reciprocal eçological relationship. Plants, animais, and humans are related, and each is 

both a producer and a wnsumer with respect to the other, in an endless cycle' (Henderson 

2000b:257). Peter Hanohano (1999:215), an Indigenous Hawaiian scholar explains that 

the Native notion of sense of place, 

refers to appreciation and recognition of certain lands, locations, natural 
monuments, and places as sacred and imbued with special power and 
spirit. Man is thus required to maintain these places with honor and 
respect to  ensure that the spiritual essence and power continues to benefit 
each succeeding generation of people, whether Native or not. 

Reference to relationships is central to Indigenous wsmology, throughout this 

work, one should notice the prevalence of the word 'refationship to the land', ecosystems, 

space, or landscapes. Deloria signifies the importance of relationship to  the land: 

Here, power and place are dominant concepts - power being the living 
energy that inhibits and/or composes the universe, and place being the 
relationship of things to each other . . . put into a simple equation: power 
and place produce personality. This equation simply rneans that the 
universe is alive, but it also contains within it the very important 
suggestions that the universe is personal and, therefore, must be 
approached in a personal manner. The personal nature of the universe 
demands that each and every entity in it seek and sustain personal 
relationships (1 99 1 a:4). 

So it is in our relationship to  the land we perpetuate Our pedagogy of the land. 

Maintaining respectful relations in accordance with the Great Spirit and the gifis provided 

to us is key to our survival. Leroy Little Bear, member of the Blood Tnbe and legal 

scholar explains: 



In Aboriginal phiiosophy, existence consists of energy. Al1 things are 
animate, imbued with spirit, and in constant motion. In this r& of 
energy and spirit, interrelationships between al1 entities are of paramount 
importance, and space is a more important referent than time. . .. 
Abonginal laquages allow for talking to trees and rocks, an allowance 
not accorded in English. If everything is animate, then everything has 
spirit and knowledge. If everyihing has spirit and knowledge, then ail are 
like me. If al1 are Iike me, then al1 are my relations. .. . The fiinction of 
Aboriginal values and customs is to maintain the relationships that hold 
creation together. If creation rnanifests itself in tems of cycücal patterns 
and repetitions, then the maintenance and renewal of those patterns is ail- 
important. Values and cuaoms are the participatory piut that Abonginal 
people play in the maintenance of creation (2000: 77, 78-8  1). 

Little Bear articulates well the Indigenous understanding of relations to everything, so 

crucial to Indigenous values and customs as part of our worldview. We c a ~ o t  leam 

without first developing a relationship, a logical statement in evety -se, yet First 

Nations people develop relations with al1 entities from the land to learn. It is through 

these relations that pedagogy of the land is maintained and perpetuated. 



Chrpttr Five: Responsibiiities as a Resmrrhcr 

5.1 Indigenous Intektui l  Pmptrty Rights 

The idea of  intellectual property rights (PR) first developed in European 
and North American law as a mechanism to protect individual and 
industrial inventions. Until recently, it was considered unlikely that IPR 
could pertain t o  the collective, transhistorical, and (in Western legal terms) 
nebulous qualities and assets o f  indigenous cultures (Posey and Dutfield 
1996: 1). 

From an Indigenous perspective, the protection of  knowledge has always been in 

place. According to  Colorado (1988) cultural protocols are in place that restncts Elders or  

spintuai leaders from sharîng information without being approached in the proper 

fashion. In tenns of protecting knowledge, there are tremendous differences between 

Lndigenous and western concepts o f  protection. As such, IPRs are not a new concept for 

Indigenous populations. However, as part of the adaptation t o  Western legal systems 

coincide with the continuation of  Indigenous systems of  knowledge protection; witness 

the fact that this issue must be broached as research within First Nation comrnunities 

continues. 

What are intellectual property rights? 'Intellectual property rights are private 

rights' (Monagle 2001 :3). Accordingly, Posey and Dutfield (1996:230) observe: 

Legal rights can attach t o  information emanating from the mind of  a 
person if it can be applied to making a produn that is made distinctive and 
usebl by that information. Legal rights prevent others from copying, 
selling, and importing the product without authorization from the holder of 
the property right. 

Further to this, Grenier ( 1998: 1 02) States that IPRs are: 

Laws that grant monopoly rights to those who create ideas or knowledge. 
They are intended to protect inventors against losing control of their ideas 
or  the creations of their knowledge.. . Intellectuai property legislation is 
national, although most countries adhere t o  international conventions 
governing intellectual property. 



Monagle (2001 :3) States fùrther that 'the control afEorded by IP protection thus enables 

right holders to Iirnit who can use the resource, and so daim the benefits of 

comrnerciaiisation with little wmpetition'. 

Much of what Indigenous Knowledge (IK) pertaiw to in my estimation is not new 

knowledge, but knowledge that is ancient and yet contemporary. No one First Nations 

individual can say that the teachings or knowledge of medicines are theirs to own, or that 

they have "created them. As a result, it may be said that IK for the most part is 

communal knowledge. Shiva (1997) refers to this type of M as collective intellectuai 

property rights (CIRs). The utility of plants for medicines for example has been passed 

d o m  for countless generations, thus who can lay claim to creating this knowledge? Only 

the Creator can make this claim, for the knowledge shared with us has been done so only 

with the consent of Creator through our teachings. Consequently, IK can be considered 

comrnunity knowledge that derives its perpetuation fiom community rights which decides 

who can üse the resource and who benefits. 

During a visit with respected Elder, Mn. Eleanor Olson, she related a story how 

protection of knowledge takes place in one sense. She stated how researchers (1 suspect 

bioprospectors posing as medical researchers) approached traditional healers fiom Peguis 

asking if some of the plants that the healers utilized could be examined for research 

purposes. Knowing hiIl well that the plants and the spiritual significance associated with 

them would not be respected, and additionally the improper way in which the traditional 

healers were approached, the bioprospectors were told that this arrangement would not 



take place and were told to  retum to  the institution fkom where they came from. This is 

one instance in how traditional f o m s  of protection take place. 

The struggle for the validity of indigenous knowledges may no longer be 
over the recognilot? t h  indigenous peoples have ways of viewing the 
world which are unique, but over proving the authenticity of, and wntrol 
over, Our own forrns of knowledge. The debates of intellectual and cultural 
property rights cast the contestation of knowledge in a new h e .  The 
commodifkation of knowledge as intellectual property, of collective 
knowledge as public knowledge, and of knowledge as value-added takes 
the struggle into another set of cultural interpretations. Now indigenous 
peoples have to prove that what was used for centuries to heal an illness 
was sornething which was 'discovered' and then had a value added to that 
discovery through some sort of scientific process (Smith 1999: 104). 

Once again, Indigenous peoples have to  deal with the foreign institutions that 

impose alien h e w o r k s  upon them. Legal frameworks such as IPRs have to be 

considered due to the insatiable appetite of  the Western model of market economy. The 

traditional systems of knowledge protection will endure. However, how much the 

Western legal tiamework will be incorporated within Indigenous knowledge systems 

remains to be seen. If it occurs, does this perpetuate the fùrther assimilation of values by 

Indigenous populations? Or would this preclude that integration of this protection system 

mean that Indigenous peoples are diligent in the protection of cultural values? This is an 

extremely complex issue and the debate will continue for quite some time. Monagle 

(200 1 : 5) considers t hat : 

iPRs can provide an incentive for continued investment in the preservation 
of these practices. Other commentators argue that traditional knowledge 
generally falls outside the parameters of protection offered by current P R  
regimes, and that these regimes may enable their knowledge of indigenous 
and local cornmunities to be misappropriatecl by others. These views are 
not mutually exclusive, and there are examples where both are true. 



Gervais (200 1 :4) indicates that 'Traditional knowledge is a serious challenge for 

the current intellectual property system, which some say is unable to respond to the 

w n m s  of the traditional knowledge holders'. Further, Battiste and Henderson 

(2000: 145) recognize 'that existing national and international intellectual and cultural 

property laws are not always compatible with Indigenous peoples' concerns for 

protecting knowledge and heritage'. They continue that the challenge lies in a negotiation 

that protects lndigenous knowledge and heritage within the modem concept of property. 

The negotiation of protection relates back to the two questions posed in the previous 

paragraph. Further to this, Mann (1997:21) signals that 'Despite the broad scope of 

intellectual property rights in Canada and intemationally, there is general agreement that 

no one identified right, and likely not a clear combination of rights, adequately correlates 

to indigenous knowledge'. Monagle (2001) also points out that local and indigenous 

communities have concerns relating to the fact that existing IPRs do not provide positive 

incentives for these communities to preserve their M. The various forms of JPRs 

(outlined in the next paragraph) are limited in their breadth and effectiveness in relation 

to M. (Monagle 200 1 ). 

The market economy of today's world has spawned protectionist measures such 

as IPRs. Some of the measures in the Canadian context include patents; plant breeders' 

rights; trade secrets; integrated circuit topographies; industrial designs; trade marks; 

appellations of origin; and measures to protect against "passing off' or other 

inappropriate business practices (Mann 1997). Noticeably absent fiom this list is 

lndigenous Knowledge. How can Indigenous Knowledge be reconciled within such 

protectionist systems? Some consider it is mainly done through international covenants 
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such as the 1992 United Nations (UN) Convention on Biologicd Diversiîy (CBD) also 

known as the Biodiversity Convention. 

5.2 The Convention on Biological Divenity and Son Law 

In 1988 an Ad Hoc Working Group of  Experts on Biological Diversity began to  

explore the need for an international convention on biodiversity; this led to Technical and 

Legal Experts preparing an international legal instrument for the conservation and 

sustainable use of  the globe's biological diversity (Secretariat of the Convention on 

Biological Diversity 2000, later to be referred to as SCBD). The document was revised in 

the following years ieading up to its introduction where it was opened for signature on 

June 5, 1992 at the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (the 

Rio "Earth Summit") (SCBD 2 0 ) .  The CBD serves as a response to the recognition that 

biodiversity 3s a global asset of  tremendous value to present and fùture generations. At 

the same time, the threat to  species and ecosystems has never been as great as it is today' 

(SCBD 2000: 1). Secwepemc (Shuswap) Chief Arthur Manuel (2001) emphasizes that it 

is apparent that the areas of  greatest biodiversity globally coincide with the traditional 

temitories o f  Indigenous Peoples'. Simpson (2000c:9) also relates that in Canada 'the 

ecological integity on most reserves is often much higher than other areas in the 

country'. Consequently, lndigenous people fully recognize the importance of diversity; 

this is evident in the Indigenous philosophy of interrelationships. According to Article 2 

of the CBD, 

"Riological diverstty " means the variability arnong living otganisms fiom 
al1 sources including, irtter aifa, terrestrial, marine and other aquatic 
ecosystems and the ecological complexes of  which they are a part; this 
includes diversity within species, between species and of ecosystems. 



In my estimation, the 1992 Biodiversity Convention can be regarded as 'sofi law'. 

As stated by Cree scholar Priscilla Settee: 

The agreements [such as the CBD] fa11 into thme categories: legally 
binding agreements, Indigenous peoples' declarations, and sofi law, 
documents that are not directly enforceable in courts and tribunals but may 
have an impact on international law. It is important to note, however, that 
no international law has supremacy over a national law (2000:468). 

Canada is a signatory to the CBD when it was opened for signature at the 1992 

Rio Earth Summit (Mann 1997: 1). SoR laws are not as welldefined as hard law, nor as 

well defensible and international in general. Posey and Dutfield (1 996: 120) state: 

In practice, sofi law refers to a great variety of instruments: declarations of 
principles, codes of practice, recornmendations, guidelines, standards, 
charters, resolutions, etc. Although al1 of these kinds of documents lack 
legal aatus (are not legally binding), there is a strong expectation that their 
provisions will be respecteci and followed by the international community. 

On the contrary, Grenier (1998: 16) States that the CBD is a legally binding 

international agreement. With regards to the CBD, as soft law, what is mainly of interest 

to Indigenous groups worldwide in reference to intellectual property rights, is Article 8Cj). 

Article 8(j) of the CBD outlines the principle convention obligations regarding this 

relationship: 

8. cor~tmctirtg Parv SM, QS jar as possible as appropriate:. . . 
0) Subject to national Iegislation, respect, preserve a d  rnaintait~ 
htow ledge, inr mvutiorts mtd prac r ices of indigerious and local 
commuriities ernbidyirtg traditional l1j2styies relevant for the cortseruatiort 
and mstaimbie me of hiological diversity o>d promoie their wider 
application with the approval arul kvolvement of holders of such 
A7towIedge. iretovatiorts altd praftices and encourage the equitable 
shming of bettefits arising fiom the utilizatior~ of .& knowfedge, 
irirtovafio~r u~uipructices. 

Dr. Vandana Shiva, an Indigenous scholar fiom India is an outspoken critic of the 

CBD and the IPR regime in their current formats. Shiva (1993) outlines that the CBD 



(Article 8j) is an initiative of the North (refeming t o  Western industrialked countnes) t o  

globalize the management, control and ownership of  biological diversity and Indigenous 

knowledge, which she states lies primady in the Third World, also referred to  as the 

South. Chambers (1 997: 58) outlines the North-South relationship: 

Those who are powef i l  and dominant in a context are, then, 'uppers' and 
those who are weak and subordinate are 'lowers' . . . The North-South 
analogy resonates with two intertocking orientations. The first is a global 
polarkation of wealth and power, with the temperate North dominating 
the tropical South. 

Shiva (2000) indicates that western P R  regimes serve as major instruments of 

North-South inequality. It is at this time that it must be stated that Indigenous populations 

within North Arnerica can alço be seen as paralleling the situation of  populations in the 

South. Traditional temtories o f  First Nations have and continue to  be plundered by 

western corporations mirroring actions by the Nonh in developing countries. 

Consequently, what Shiva states as happening in the South can invariably be stated as 

occurring in a developed country like Canada, but with emphasis on a fùrther exploitation 

of Indigenous knowledge after a pillaging of  Indigenous temtories. 

The IPR regime is an inherent aspect of the CBD and by initiating a protectionist 

system such as the cument P R  regime will not provide an accurate safeguard for IK 

systems. Advocates of the CBD mention that by implementing the CBD, protection will 

be af5orded to  IK systems. Yet, it must be understood that the P R  regime as it stands 

today was authored by three organizations which has as its constituents transnational 

corporations (TNCs), this is a coalition of 12 American, Japanese and European 

corporations (Shiva 1997). Therefore, the impetus for the current protection system was 

established in order to protect and enhance the bottom Iine o f  shareholders of TNCs. 



Shiva (1997) outlines as an example that phannaceutica) companies have patents on 

Third World biomaterials wllected without papent of royaities to the Indigenous 

groups within those regions, and that these TNCs worked closely to bring in IPR 

protection to the international trade agreements. Settee (2000) points to Echinacea as a 

Nonh American example where this plant has been an important aspect of lndigenous 

medicines, yet pharmaceutical companies profit h m  this knowledge and not the 

Indigenous peoples whose temtories the seeds and knowledge came fiom. 'For many 

reasons, the current legal and ethical ways of dealing with questions of economics and 

ownership have been inadequate and have little or no provision for sharing benefits with 

the users and keepers of plants and local knowledge' (Settee 2000:463). In sum, 1 believe 

that the basic principles of e n s u ~ g  the protection of Indigenous cultural, heritage and 

intellectual property cannot be reconciled with that of intellecn~al property law (see: 

Settee 2000; Battiste and Henderson 2000; Shiva 1997, 1993; Posey and Dutfield 1996). 

The failure lies in the fact that P R  law does not recognize and respect communal 

intellectual rights held by Indigenous peoples globally. Shiva explains: 

Common property systems recognize the intrinsic worth of biodiversity; 
regimes govemed by IPRs see value as created through commercial 
exploitation. Cornmon property knowledge and resource systems 
recognize creativity in nature ... Human production is viewed as 
coproduction and cocreativity with nature. IPR regimes, in contrast, are 
based on the denial of creativity with nature. Yet, they usurp the creativity 
of emerging indigenous knowledge and the intellectual 
cornmons. . . biodiversity is converted from a local cornmons into an 
enclosed private property. Indeed, the enclosure of the commons is the 
objective of IPRs in the areas of lifeforms and biodiversity (1 997:67). 

What is the alternative? Shiva (1 997), dong with Posey and Dutfield (1 996), 

state that .wi ge~rerir systems of IPR in relation to Indigenous peoples have to instituted 

for adequate protection to be enabled. Shiva (1 997: 80) declares, 'The positive assertion 



of collective inteliectual property rights (Cm) creates an opportunity t o  define a sui 

generis system of rights'. Shiva fûrther elaborates: 

Effsctivity needs t o  be reinterpreted t o  account for the specific context of 
different countries. Only then would the diversity of IPR systems become 
a possibility; l e p l  diversity, in t u m  protects the biological and cultural 
diversity of  peasant societies across the Third World. IPR diversity that 
has room for a plurality of systems, induding regimes based in CIRs, 
would reflect dfierent styles o f  knowledge generation and dissemination 
in different contexts (1 997: 80). 

However, Gervais (200 1) States that sui gmeeris protection should be a solution of 

last resort, indicating locating the problem and correcting it as it relates to  indigenous 

communal property. Gervais questions the implications that the sui generis system would 

have on the current IPR regime. It must be pointed out that Gervais is a non-Indigenous 

scholar who, as one of  his duties, served as legal officer at the GATT/World Trade 

Organization (WTO). GATTMTTO is member t o  the group of  architeas that inspired the 

current P R  regime. Indigenous scholars have amounceci that the current system fails to  

protect n<, consequently mi generis protection must be enacted at the national and the 

international level t o  fbrther enable self-determination and the traditional resource rights 

o f  Indigenous communities. 

What are the implications for researchers in their responsibilities? Recognizing 

and respect ing community-based institutions and cultural mores related t o  the protection 

Indigenous heritage must be outlined in research proposais. The debate outlined is meant 

to provide researchen with a foundation for understanding the complexities involved in 

protecting Indigenous Intellectual Property Rights so that they can create ethical and 

moral relations in collaborating with First Nation communities. 



5.3 Ethical and Mord Sîandards of Researcb with F i  Nations 

When they try to sepamte morality and moral duty fiom scholarship, they 
end up with a diminished morality and a trivialized scholarship. Mordity 
to be real and meaningfûl must be informed by historiai accuracy and 
grounded in the facts of human existence, wMe scholarship that does not 
have a moral vision iapses into tnvia (Snider 19%:45-46). 

The purpose of this section will be to illustrate what 1 consider more culturally 

appropriate means of conducting collaborative research with First Nation communities- 

In addition, a basis will be provideci for policy related to ethical and moral research to 

occur within such communities. Therefore, it must be stated that within the scope of the 

ethics review process, 1 have not come across any reference to mords, perhaps morality 

is implied. However, moral standards are necessary for researchen, lest their work 

becornes trivia as stated by Snider. The section will assist in fùlfilling objectives 1 and 2 

of the study. 

Researchers are knowledge brokers, people who have the power to  
constnict legitimating arguments for or against ideas, theones or practices. 
They are coilectors of information and producers of meaning, which can 
be used for, or against Indigenous interests (Indigenous Governance 
Program, University of Victoria, hereafler referred to as IGOV 2000). 

In my expenence in completing an Ethics Review Application, the first thhg that 

stmck me was how inappropriate the form is in temis of wllaborating in research projects 

with First Nation comrnunities. 1 also took note of the fact that nowhere in the ethics form 

is there voice for First Nation concerns regarding ethical and moral research. Research in 

First Nation communities is camed on today as it has been in the past, yet within the 

majonty of academic institutions like the University of Manitoba, no Protocols, 

Principles or Guidelines exist for honourable research within an Indigenous context. It 

must be recognized that there is a responsibility on behalf of academic institutions to 
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address the need for institutional protocol whm conducting research with First Nation 

communities (IGOV 2000). The guidelines that accompany the current University of  

Manitoba ethics subrnission fonn do not make reference to  the unique situation o f  First 

Nation communities and the research stigma (see: Deloria 1 %9, 1 99 1 b). Protecting the 

Institution from legal proceedings if the research undertaken offends the researched in 

some fashion drives the process itself. The University o f  Manitoba's Human Subjecf 

Kesearch Ethics Profocol Submission ~ o n n , ~  (derived fiom the TCPS discussed in 

Chapter Two) was drafted by lawyers representing the Institution, if changes derived 

fiom recommendations for the current form are to be made, any changes will require the 

consent o f  the legal advisors. The lack of culturally sensitive ethics forms are obvious to  

myself as a First Nations person, however, would it be obvious t o  non-Indigenous 

researchers? It may be, but such insensitive forms are still k i n g  perpetuated t o  young 

researchers who look to become the fùture teachers of h r e  generations. What we 

should realize is that much improvement to  the ethics process lies in front o f  us. 

Devon Mihesuah, a Choctaw Nation member and Assistant Professor at Northern 

Arizona University recognizes that establishing guidelines for acadernic research is not 

easy, with grievance procedures one o f  the most dificult aspects o f  the process to deal 

with (1993). However, Mihesuah goes fùrther by stating, 'It is vital that the institution be 

willing to adopt the guidelines as policy; otherwise, it is a useless endeavour to create 

them. The guidelines need to be approved at every level of the institution, and every 

researcher must be required to adhere t o  them' (1 993: 137) when collaborating in research 

efforts with First Nations. Consequently, the task to seek respectful joint research 

ventures requires a great deal of work and understanding fiom al1 sides of the table. 



Perhaps the most blatantly disrespectfùl words located within the University 

Ethics forms would be the t e m s  "subjects" and "coercion". Subjects as part of  academic 

investigations implies research "on" as opposed to research '%th" fiom a collaborative 

sense. The tenn itself is offensive to me as a First Nations individual and shows a lack of 

respect to comrnunities and persons f?om First Nation cornmunities. Additionally, the 

term denotes that First Nations people are mere research subjects with no right to self- 

detennination in the context of the study, thus lirniting the so-cailed objectivity of the 

stud y. 

With regards to the term coercion or "deception" in some cases, the use of such 

techniques to undenake social scientific research in First Nation communities also 

indicates a lack of understanding and respect for the cultural mores of these communities. 

To obtain information fiom Elders and community members in such fashions would be 

deceitful and also dishonourable and disrespecthl to the citizens. The late Dr. Clare 

Brant (1990), a Mohawk psychiatrist, outlined, as part of the Native ethic of non- 

interference, in promoting positive interpersonal relationships, coercion of any kind, be it 

p hy sical, verbal or psyc hological was discouraged. The aspect of positive relationship 

building, central to Indigenous cosmology, would not be able to thrive under the guise of 

coercion or deception. Thus, to incorporate deception or coercion when researching with 

First Nation communities would be met most likely with a rejection of the study. 

It is obvious that progress in t e m s  of bringing forward mutually agreeable ethics 

forms that respect First Nation cornmunities is a necessity. According to Augustine 

(Mi'kmaw) and Masuzumi ( 1999: 5) ' . . . ethical guidelines must be developed by both 

sides, taking into account the Aboriginal perspectives and mainstream expectations'. 
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Scott and Receveur (1995) point out that ethical principles related to  Indigenous peaples 

are meant to be continually assessed since Indigenous people are increasingly taking 

more control of their affairs. It is also no longer acceptable for researchers to enter into 

Indigenous communities without paying attention to the research needs and priorities of 

the people who reside there. Therefore, a new ethical process of carrying out social 

scientific investigations is emerging (Batt iste and Henderson 2000; Ermine 2000; IGOV 

2000; AMTSIS 2000; Smith 1999; AILC 1999; Lambrou 1997; ATFE 1996; Mihesuah 

1993; Deloria 1991b; W.L.F.N. n.d.). 

What are some of the concems with regards to research in First Nation 

communities? The Amencan indian Law Center (1999: 1-2, hereafter referred to  as 

AILC) has put together a List, arnong the cornplaints are: 

individual Indian people have been persuaded to participate in research in which 
they did not hlly understand the risk to  their health and d e t y ;  

research was conducted which did not respect the basic human dignity of the 
individual participants or their religious and cultural beliefs; 

researchers have not respected the confidentiality of Indian people to the same 
degree that they would have those of non-Indian individuals or communities; 

researchers have been interested in Indian people as an "isolateci" or  "pure" gene 
pool to be used for laboratory purposes, demeaning the dignity of Indian 
individuals and communities; 

researchers have profited economically and professionally from research in Indian 
communities, but many of them make no effort to employ local people in any 
capacity regardless of their abilities and make no effort to  compensate the 
individual participants of research, regardless of the risks or burdens associated 
with the research; 

researchers have t reated Indian researchers as "informants" rat her than as 
colleagues, allowing themselves to appropriate the work of Indian researchers as 
their own; 



researchers have sought and published sensitive religious and cultural 
information, in some cases destroying its efficacy by publication; 

researchen have violateci promises of  secrecy regarding sensitive religious o r  
cultural materials and information; 

researchers have taken cultural information out of context and, as a result, have 
published conclusions that were factually inconect; 

researchers have coliected, published and profited fiom information about Indian 
tribes that are part of the hentage of the tnbe and - in the sense understood and 
valued by the dominant society - "owned" by the tribe; 

researchers have failed t o  respect the cultural beliefs and practices o f  the Indian 
community in t heir research methods; 

researc hers have sensationalneci Indian tri bal, cornrnunity , famil y and individual 
problems and released publications heedless o f  their impact on legitimate Indian 
social or political interests; 

despite promises at the outset that research would benefit the Indian community, 
researchers have failed o r  refiised t o  follow through on prornised benefits, to  share 
preliminary results with the Indian cornrnunity or to give the cornmunity an 
opportunity t o  participate in the formulation of recommendations or of a final 
report. 

One must keep in mind also that positive research has been conducted in collaboration 

with First Nation communities (AILC 1999; Deloria 1991b) showing that most 

researchers are sincere and dedicated professionals whose goals are to enable and 

strengthen communities while p r e s e ~ n g  the cultural and heritage aspects of the 

communities. 

What can be done to alleviate the concems of  First Nation peoples with regards to  

poorly tasked social scientific research? According to the AiLC (1999) where research 

affects tribes, the review process should include tribal and community representation. 

Specifically, 'Tribes should participate fully in the K i 3  [Institutional Review Boards] 

available to them to ensure that their interests are fully reflected in the federal reguiatory 



process' ( AILC 1 999: 3). A tiirther step towards addressing positively the concems laid 

out would be by having First Nations members, one male and one fernale, sit on the 

University of Manitoba's Research Ethics Board (REB) to bring an Indigenous 

perspective to the table when research is proposed to be conducted in collaboration with 

First Nation cornmunities and individu&. However, wi t hin the jurisdiction t hat the ALLC 

was associated with, the AILC recognized that there are shortcornings in the process, and 

as such have developed 7;he M d e l  Tribal Research Code in 'an attempt to identiS, those 

special issues, both to enable tnbes to develop their own approach to the regulation of 

research . . . ' (1 999: 3). 

Cross-cultural or inter-cultural workshops are seen as a step towards bridging 

understanding between Indigenous cornrnunities and researchers (Augustine and 

Masuzurni 1999; Mihesuah 1993). The Akwesasne Task Force on the Environment 

(ATFE) has created a Research Advisory Cornmittee @AC) that reviews and comrnents 

on al1 proposais that involve scientific andor environmental research in the Mohawk 

community of Akwesasne (1996). One of the stipulations for researchers to undertake 

when they wish to collaborate in research within this community is cultural sensitivity 

training. The process outlined is a prime example of a First Nation community exerting 

the self-determination of its citizenry. ATFE explains: 

So that researchers are better prepared to work in our community, ail 
principle investigators, researchers, graduate students and others involved 
in data collection will be required to undergo cultural sensitivity training 
which will be provided at the researcher's expense ... Costs will be 
determined based on the scope of the project ( 19%: 7). 

Cultural sensitivi ty workshops for researchers are an excellent idea and should be 

promoted for institutions that conduct research with Indigenous comrnunities across 
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Canada. In addition to this, 1 would strongly urge that members of the Research Ethics 

Board at the University of Manitoba also undergo such training so that they may becorne 

more aware of cultural practices and protocols pertainllig to First Nations so that 

members may be able to make wiser decisions on ethics application forms. Training of 

this type is a definite logical step for institutions to make in order to strengthen joint 

research with First Nation comrnunities. 

Related to the ATFE mandate, Battiste and Henderson (2000) point out that rnany 

tribes in the United States and Central Arnerica exercise a large degree of autonomy by 

enacting tribal laws regdatirtg research on their territoies. Battiste and Henderson fuRher 

elaborate: 

The establishment of community-based institutions for supervishg 
research, promoting education and training, and c o n s e ~ n g  collections of 
important objects and documents, is clearly essential. However, in most 
countries, this process is only beginning. . . . The threshold issue is 
guarant eeing cornmunity control of research activities. Only if Indigenous 
peoples can impose conditions upon entry into their temtones can they 
insist on negotiating for a share of any ftture benefits of research 
(2000: 142). 

The establishment of such community-bas4 institutions should be seen as an 

assertion of rights and selfaetennination by First Nation communities, not a devolution 

of power fiom acadernic institutions. Academic institutions must respect the capacity 

building abilities of First Nations; respecting situations such as this will create positive 

and meaninfil research relationships. 

It bas been shown that much work lies ahead if ethical and moral research with 

First Nation communities is to be realized. The University of Manitoba has an 

opportunity to be a global leader in terms of providing respecthl Ethics Review forms 

and guidelines if many of the recommendations laid out by the ATFE, AILC, IGOV, 
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Mihesuah 1993; Deloria 199 1 b; Smith 1999; Battiste and Henderson 2000, Ennine 2000 

and others are initiated. 

5.4 Verbal Consent 

Within the social sciences, verbal consent pertaining to  Research and Ethical 

Guidelines for academic institutions for the m o a  part has not been recognized 

adequately. In defence, it would be due t o  the needed protection fiom litigation that must 

be afforded the institution should a research subject(s) (institution language, not mine) 

find cause to  initiate legal proceedings against University research(ers). As such, the 

written word is seen as paramount in order to receive prior informed consent. 

However, when research includes collaboration with First Nation people(s) and 

communities, verbal consent, especially with Elders, is the most culturally appropriate 

fonn of  obtaining consent. Piquemal (2001), a non-Native researcher, acknowledges that 

in cross-cultural research, as Native and non-Native participants negotiate, it is done so 

within one another's own interpretation of  consenthon-consent, leading to 

misunderstandings due to the interculturai dialogue because people speak and act in 

accordance to  their own cultural noms.  As 1 have observed in recent years and from my 

limited experience, 1 have witnessed that mainstream society holds values that are not as 

sacred when juxtaposed against First Nation values. One case in point that 1 would like to  

make has to do with verbal consent. 

Within Indigenous worldviews, relationships are crucial. Thanksgivings take 

place for al1 the relationships we experience. When collaborating with Elders or  

community members fiom First Nations, we enter their institutions, their ways of seeing. 

As a result, we must follow the appropriate cultural protocol. Researchers have to 



establish a relationship with the people they want to collaborate with. Elders recognize 

that the relationship between teacher (Elder) and student (youth) is vital to the 

perpetuation of knowledge. Therefore, when asking Elders to transmit knowledge, we 

follow their protocol. Verbal consent represents a distinguished part of a relationship; it is 

an affirmation that the Elder recogaizes that the one asking is ready to listen. There is 

nothing to interfere with this relationshi?; knowledge is passed directly frorn Elder to the 

one asking, creating a sacred bond. Hetice, a direct relationship is borne and the Elder 

will see how ready the researcher rnay bs to hear what the Elder imparts. Maori Scholar 

Linda Smith eloquently communicates on consent: 

For younger students there is a very real constraint on access to knowledge 
when working with elders. There are also protocois of  respect and 
practices of reciprocity. The relatively simple task of gaining inforrned 
consent can take mything fiom a moment to months and years. Some 
indigenous studefits have had to travei back and forth during the course of 
a year to gain t!ie trust of an individual elder, and have been surprised that 
without realizïng it they gained al1 the things they were seeking with much 
more insigbt, and that in the process they gained a grandparent or a fnend. 
Asking ciirectly for consent to i n t e ~ e w  can be interpreted as quite rude 
behaviour in some cultures. Consent is not so much as given for a project 
or specific set of questions, but for a person, for their credibility. Consent 
indicates trust and the assumption that the trust will not only be 
reciprocated but constantly negotiated - a dynamic relationship rather than 
a static decision ( 1 999: 1 36). 

When dealing with pnor informed consent, the w-ritten word, normally seen as 

consent forms, do not represent a direct relationship. Written words are transferred with 

little emotion and personal interaction and without relationship. The Elders look at 

written words as holding little or no value. Whereas, verbal consent when collaborating, 

represents a pacr between the Elder and the one seeking knowledge. In my experience, as 

1 conducted my 'fieldwork' 1 presented Elders with consent forms to sign, thinking that 1 

was being diligent in my research. However, 1 soon learned that this was not the way that 



the Elders wished to  work with me. 1 was told that 1 was acting like a 'white man' when 1 

presented them with consent forms. At first I was confuseci, but then soon realized that 

the comment was a valid one. M e r  I came to  this rdization, 1 put away the consent 

forms and verbally explained the reasons for my seeking their counsel, a bond was 

cemented through our words, and no paper was necessary. As I respected their words, 

they respected my questions, that is the way the Elders taught me. In hindsight, through 

the teachings fiom the Elders, researchers m u t  acknowledge that it is disrespecthl not to  

follow cultural protocols when seeking knowledge from Elders. By initiating verbal 

consent within research protowls bas& on First Nation cornmunity standards, the bar can 

be raised towards superior joint ventures between comrnunities', researchers and 

acadernic institutions. 

5.5 Case Study - Peguis First Nation Traditional Land Use Study 

Over the summer months o f  2000 fieldwork was undertaken in order to  begin a 

land use and occupancy study for the Peguis First Nation. As a citizen of the Peguis First 

Nation, 1 found that collaborating with Elders and knowledgeable members fiom my 

comrnunity was very enlightening, providing a great arnount of  personal development. In 

addition, Amanda Sinclair, a member of the Peguis First Nation was hired as a Research 

Assistant for the summer months while fieldwork took place. Ms. Sinclair was a 

tremendous asset in sitting in on interviews and taking in-depth notes and also 

transcnbing the interviews. Additionally, she also served as another set of ears for clarity 

on points if 1 had missed them. Lastly, 1 wanted to ensure that i was not the only one to  

hear the storîes fiom Our Elders; 1 wanted Ms. Sinclair to relate the stories to  her tnends 



and family in her own words, as part of the perpehiation of our oral tradition. The 

outlining of the case study will fulfill the third objective of  the study. 

In wnducting fieldwork in my home cornmunity towards the TLUS, 20 

interviews took place over the sumrner months. In addition, visitation to many sites aiso 

took place. Collaborators in the study mainly hailed fiom the main community of the 

Peguis First Nation, while others were fiom our original community of St. Peter's 

Reserve (the St. Peter's Band of Indians). The St. Peter's Reserve was adjacent to the 

north side of the Town of Selkirk, Manitoba. However, Elders and other members have 

made further referrals for i n t e ~ e w s  that should take place. As a result, 1 will attempt to 

accomrnodat e these referrals. Consequently, the TLUS data gathering will continue, and 

will most likely rernain as a lifelong quest for myself 

As part of the impetus for the TLUS, the project will assist the First Nation in 

t e m s  of providing knowledge fiom Elders for the community and especially the youth. Et 

will only serve as a complement to the Oral Tradition of passing down knowledge. In 

addition, the project should also aid the community in seeking recourse and righting 

wrongs against the comrnunity resulting corn the illegal surrender of the St. Peter's 

Reserve. 

National Topographic Map Sheets (NI'S) and National Topographic Database 

(NTDB) digital maps of the sarne NTS were obtained in order to create Geographic 

Information System (GIS) based maps of the land and marine use activities outlined fiom 

the collaboration with Elders and community experts. Through the knowiedge that has 

been coliected, patterns of historic and contemporary land and marine use activities 

relating to the traditional temitories of the Peguis First Nation are to be spatially 



represented through GIS mapping. Many of the sites have been visited and photographic 

records of these cultural and heritage sites have been made. Activities of our people have 

included the former buffalo hunt, which took place fiom West and south of our original 

community of St. Peter's; wild rice harvesting in the south-eastem region of Manitoba, 

and fishing throughout Lake Winnipeg. Our traditionai territones cover a vast amount of 

land and water; these activities indicated only provide a minuscule arnount of the 

traditional activities and range of our temtories. 

The knowledge accumulated regarding the traditional land and marine use of 

members and past citizens of the Peguis First NatiodSt. Peter's Band is detailed and 

quite substantial. Information shared with me has ranged fiom traditional plant medicine 

uses and where they can be located, to fishing, hunting and trapping grounds and 

locations associated with those activities. Traditional social, ceremonid and political 

gathering places were outlined. Stones about leaniing ftom the land and animais were 

shared with me, as were dificult stones about residential school expenences. There were 

times when policies restricted our people fiom leaving the reserve without permission 

fiom the lndian Agent, stories such as these were shared with me. The point that should 

be taken from this is that the information shared with me is proprietary information of the 

citizens of the Peguis First Nation. Proprietary rights are seen as rights of ownership and 

rights of property (Burke 1 976). 

As a result, in order to protect the cultural and heritage knowledge of the 

members of the Peguis First Nation that collaborated with me on the TLUS project, a 

decision was made not to make the proprietary information availabie to the public 

through the venue of a Thesis as 1 had originally planned. In my youthful impetuousness, 



I had thought that the project would work well as a Thesis. However, as 1 began to  listen 

and think about the stories as they were related to  me, 1 soon realized that most of the 

knowledge and experiences shared is sacred and only meant for use within our 

community. It is from this understanding that 1 have produced the altemate thesis, which 

was spawned from my experiences o f  'doing research' with a First Nation community. 

1 have made a concerted effort not to relinquish sensitive information relayed to 

me by our Elders and community experts. 1 feel that I have accomplished this within this 

body of work. 1 am satisfied with the unfolding of my joumey. 

In April of 2000, before 1 went to conduct fieldwork for the TLUS, 1 said a prayer 

and made an offenng to  Creator asking that I be shown the proper and respecthl way 

with which to treat our Elders' knowledge. Creator has granted my wish by leading me 

down my present path. However, more work lies ahead as 1 move to complete the TLUS 

for my community, with the assistance of our Elders and community experts. Also, 1 

hurnbly ask that the information provideci through this work be utilized in a manner of 

respect and honour towards First Nation communities. 



Chapttr Six: Synthesis, Conclusion and Rccommtndations 

6.1 Crcating a Bridge to Understanding and Respect 

The work presented here has been a culmination of experiences that 1 have 

enjoyed as a result of my time spent in the University setting. From reading, writing and 

interacting with colleagues, both Indigenous and non-Indigenous, these experiences have 

been the basis for my academic underpinnings. As well, the time 1 have spent in 

collaboration with Elders, family, fnends and relatives fiom my community have al1 

helped shaped my views on the world in which we live. As a resdt of these expenences, 1 

have learned to question and perhaps ieamed t o  answer some of the issues related t o  First 

Nation communities that 1 have flagged along my journey. 

Within the first chapter, the outline o f  the study has been presented, along with a 

contextual placement of myself in the study. This is vital for the synthesis of the study t o  

progress. E v e y  researcher places hirnherself in some type of context when conducring 

research. At times it may be easier to  dissociate oneself fiom their work after spending 

time in the field, writing up the results and producing the results. However, in my case, I 

have taken a personal approach to this research because it affects my community and 

myself in our relations to academic research. 1 feel that other First Nations 

scholars/communities may have sirnilar intuitions as myself in this regard. Therefore, the 

shortcomings of ethical and moral academic research warrant the production of the 

present study from the perspective o f  a First Nations student. 

The Tri-Council Policy Statement (TCPS) provides a basis for the University o f  

Manitoba to fiame its ethics review process and the acceptance or denial of research 

regarding human participants. As shown earlier, the TCPS lacks severely when dealing 



with First Nation communities. In highlighting such weakness within the academic 

research circles at the University o f  Manitoba, it should be evident that movement 

towards rectiwng this situation should be paramount, given that Fust Nation 

communities and individuals are a favounte destination of  academics. 

The methodologies and methods employed by members of acadernia towards 

scholarly pursuits have been for the most part based hom the Western scientific 

paradigms. Peering into First Nation communities through the lens of settler philosophies 

will normaliy not endear the researcher to the community. Paramount to  the collaboration 

that took place between Elders from my community and myxlf as  a fellow member and 

also as a researcher was the fact that Indigenous methodologies were utilized for the 

majonty of information gathered. In preparing the present study, 1 sought to incorporate 

the words and thoughts of  our own philosophers, Our Elders. Additional support was 

gleaned from community experts, and from the writings of Indigenous scholars and 

philosophers. In operating within two worlds, the First Nations and the western academy, 

1 have attempted to provide an inter-cultural link for acceptable scholarly research in the 

utilization of  Indigenous method/ologies. Smith provides fùrther insight: 

Within an indigenous framework methodological debates are ones 
concemed with the broader politics and strategic goals o f  indigenous 
research. It is at this level that researchers have to  clan@ and justie their 
intentions. Methods become the means and procedures through which the 
central problems of the research are addressed. Indigenous methodologies 
are often a mix of existing methodological approaches and indigenous 
practices. The mix reflects the training of indigenous researchers which 
continues to be within the academy, and the parameters and common 
sense understandings of research which govern how indigenous 
communities and researchers define their activities (1 999: 143). 

Consequently, witness how the parameten o f  academic research must be broadened in 

order for the proper application and utilization of lndigenous methods o f  knowledge 



acquisition to take place. This will enable the production of sound and superior research 

results to  come forth in collaborative inquiries. The method/oIogies presented are a mere 

snapshot of the possibilities available for researchers to  incorporate within research 

structures. Realization o f  these possibilities must be promoted if the perpetuation of  

original research is to flourish in concert with First Nations and academic institutions. 

It was upon reflection o f  Elders' words with whom 1 had collaborated with where 

I learned the most. When Elders spoke o f  their experiences, they provided me with 

teachings. They may have spoke about the land, our community, ceremonies, gatherings, 

o r  helping one another out. Regardless, each epitoniized and inwrporated the seven 

sacred teachings of  wisdom; love; respect; bravery; honesty; hurnility; and truth. It is my 

hope that future researchers who venture into Fira Nation communities and seek the 

counsel o f  Elders and local experts open their minds to  the teachings provided, and with 

it they should develop more a s  a member o f  the human population. It may not seem like 

traditional teachings at this time, but upon reflecting on those experiences, it will come to  

pass that the researcher will have become enriched through the teachings, regardless of  

how they are acquired. It is through these teachings that I have been able t o  grow more as 

a person, in spirit and in mind. Peat (1994) indicates that within Indigenous society, 

coming to  knowledge involves a personal transformation, as  was the case with myself. 

The teachings were also taught to  me through Our pedagogy o f  the land; our temtones 

which we love so much. The Elders emphasized respecting and listening t o  the land. It is 

from here that we garner most o f  our natural teachings. 

By including Indigenous htellectual Property Rights and the debate associated, a 

dialogue on the future road to  take in tenns of  protecting lndigenous knowledge can be 



initiated. The protection of the cultural and heritage property when research takes place 

within First Nation comrnunities has t o  be addressed. There are alternatives available, 

fiom inst ituting cornmunit y-based institutions o f  protection, to creating sui generis 

models for the protection of  Indigenous heritage. As it stands presently, the current 

system of IPRs does not provide adequate cultural and heritage protection for First 

Nation communities. 

A culmination of my research experiences has been presented, which has led me 

to present the following recommendations. The synthesis of the project should lead one to 

understand that working in partnership with a First Nation community, one should be 

wiHing to develop and mature more as a person. In showing maturity, I have also 

developed a more acute sense o f  our self-determination as a First Nation, and as a 

member of the Anishinaaôe and Cree Nations. The development of self-determination 

logically leads to the ethical and moral standards required for the protection o f  our culture 

and heritage, which fosters a healthy respect of who we are as a First Nation community. 

In the final analysis, when one collaborates with a First Nation community in 

academic research, one needs only to open up t o  comrnon sense. What 1 have outlined, 

presented and recommended are tenets of cornmon sense; aH related t o  respect. JO-ann 

Archibald, (Sto:lo Nation) maintains, 'The fùndamental teachings of  our Ancestors 

emphasize respect in al1 aspects of  Our lives and in our interactions with others. If we are 

to be "me" to our Aboriginalness, then respectfiif thoughts and action are essential in 

educational research' (1993: 190). Understanding the First Nations' worldviews and 

histories, respecting the words, thoughts and ceremonies of First Nations members, and 

reciprocating the respect necessary is crucial for any researcher entering into joint 



research ventures with such communities. Through this, we each must consider the words 

of Meyer and Ramirez in our research efforts: 

understanding the nature of dissociation between a modem academic 
world view and the traditional world view of an indigenous culture 
requires a cornmitment to the integrity of indigenous knowleâge. Those 
engaged in cross-cultural inquiry must anticipate coherence to unfold in 
interpreting indigenous t hought; t hey must expect, as characteristic of  
indigenous thought, disparate styles of inference well integrated with the 
indigenous ways o f  Iife ( 1 996: 1 O4- 1 05). 

6.2 Recommendations 

The fotlowing recommendations presented will satisfL the fourth objective that 

was laid out in the introductory chapter and can also serve as piHars for the creation of 

the bridge to  respect and understanding. 

Indigenous students should incorporate Abonginal frameworks methods, ethics 

and philosophies wherever possible in their research. Further to  this, Aboriginal 

philosophies must be incorporated across the disciplines within the courses most 

applicable to Indigenous issues in order to  provide al1 students with a more 

complete understanding of  the issues at hand. 

The University of Manitoba should, as an institution that advocates for Indigenous 

scholarship, incorporate wit hin it s Degree granting scheme, a frarnework where 

Indigenous students strengthen the Oral Tradition. Whereas, Indigenous students 

may have the option of presenting their research within an Oral tradition 

fiamework. Students can present their findings simultaneously in fiont of their 

ThesidDissertation Advisory Committee, and a Committee of Elders and 

community citizens with whom they may have collaborated with at the research 

community. 

Towards Ah~rcrl and Eihical Research in 
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Research conducted within and regarding Indigenous issues should incorporate 

Indigenous Ethical and Moral Standards as  prescribed by the Indigenous 

Communities. Consequently, the University of  Manitoba should promote and 

respect comrnunity-based institutions that supervise research within First Nation 

communities. 

The Traditional Resource Rights, Indigenous Intellectual Property Rights o r  

Communal Intellectual Property Rights of Indigenous communities must be 

respected at dl times, and due diligence on behalf o f  the researchers must be 

conducted with respect to  this. 

The University o f  Manitoba's Research Ethics Board (REB) should instail at the 

very minimum two First Nation members onto the cornmittee, one male and one 

fernale. 

The University o f  Manitoba's REB members should undergo cultural sensitivity 

training with regards to  First Nations worldviews' in order to foster and promote 

understanding towards First Nations concems related to  academic research. 

Similar training should be mandatory for al1 researchers who conduct research in 

collaboration with First Nation communities. 

First Nations, Tribal Organizations and First Nation academic collectives have 

established Guidelines and Principles o f  Ethical Conduct. As a result, the 

University o f  Manitoba must adopt existing guidelines o r  create Pnnciples of 

Conduct for research in First Nation communities in partnership with First 

Nations' organizations. 



The University of Manitoba must fùlly respect the Indigenous views on verbal 

consent. Through initiating verbal consent within research protocols based on 

community standards, the institution will move closer to gaining respect and 

admi ration of First Nation communities through acceptance of t his 

recomrnendation. However, the University of Manitoba must full y recognize and 

respect that established Guidelines and Prïnciples of Conduct are in place in many 

First Nation comrnunities that may require written consent. 
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Appendix A 

Cui&lines for EquituMe ResCIVCk Refations fm Reseatrkrrs, Guvemmart CY(Jcids 

and tke Pn'vaîe Sector Wko Enter First Notrkm Terrîturies 

These guidelines are meant to  serve as a starting point for First Nation communities and 

researchers alike who wish to  collaborate in research activities. First Nation communities 

are increasingly managing their own &airs, and as such are aware o f  trespasses by 

researchers in the past. Movement towards self-determination provides First Nations' t o  

act positively on such concerns. As a result, the following guidelines are a fiarnework for 

research collaborations to  occur. It is suggested that the guidelines serve as a beginning, 

and thus can be expanded or shortened, however the research partnership agrees- 

Regardless, control of  access to  First Nations resources is crucial t o  the cornmunity. 

Control o f  access refers to  the selfdetermined process of managing spiritual, cultural, 

medicinal and traditional knowledge held by First Nation communities and their 

membershp; control of  access is also a political issue, as well as one o f  ethics and human 

rights &ambrou 1997). 

1 .  The locus of control for al1 research activities lies with the First Nation 

comrnunity. Approval by Chief and Council of  dl research proposals must be 

sought after thorough explanation of the objectives and anticipated benefits of  the 

venture. The cornmunity also reserves the right to suspend d l  research activities if 

the community decides that the research is unacceptable. The cornmunity also has 

a nght to say no to  any publications derived fiom al1 or portions o f  knowledge 

that was shared with researchers. All researchers must realize that the wisdom and 



knowledge of First Nation communities has to respected as such, not as 'data' or 

'information'. 

2. A community consultation committee should be established to oversee ail stages 

of the research process. The committee should consist of community leaders, 

Elders, and youth from both genders. Proposais forwarded to communities must 

be brie< concise, and in non-technical language. University institutions must take 

more responsibility by improving the screening process for research proposais. 

First Nation communities also have to accept more responsibility with regards to 

research in their communities, a stronger defence of their intellectual resources is 

needed . 

3. Indigenous Knowledge (K) should not enter the public domain without prior 

comrnunity consent. Researchers must agree to release knowledge and 

information that c m  be interpreted and presented fiom the First Nations' 

perspective. Researchers have no legal right to divulge iK revealed to himher 

without explicit permission (Larnbrou 1997). 

4. Informed consent should be obtained fiom the community and any individuals 

involved in the research. To obtain informed consent, the researcher must fùlly 

explain the purpose of the research; potential benefits and possible problems 

associated with the research for people and the environment; sponsors of the 

research; and the offer of anonymity and full confidentiality. Ongoing 

consultation is required to ensure informed consent and for maintaining mutual 

understanding for that consent and the research (Inuit Tapirisat of Canada, in 

Posey and Dutfield 1 996; AI ATSIS 2000). 



First Nations should control the identification of issues and areas where research 

is needed. Included in this is how the research is designed, collected, interpreted 

and utilized. The control would ensure that ïK is not misconstrued, taken out of 

context or misrepresented. This would aiso ensure that the research process is 

tmly collaborative (Lambrou 1997). 

Al1 information resulting fiom interviews, projects or research activities with First 

Nations becomes property of the First Nation. Publications resulting tiorn 

collaboration must fùlly acknowledge input fiom the First Nation and individuais 

key to the project. First Nation members must have access to research and project 

information. As part of the approvai process, the extent of data accessibility that 

the cornmunity should expect be clearly stated and agreed upon (W. L. F.N. n-d. ). 

First Nation intellectud and cultural property rights must be acknowledged, 

respected and preserved. This relates to atl PRs such as those that are related to 

traditional medicines, rituals, cerernonies, songs and other cultural traditions 

(IGOV 2000; AIATSIS 2000). 

Under no circumstances wiIl secretive or deceptive techniques be utilized to 

undertake research activities in First Nation territones. 

Capacity building for First Nation communities should be part of the research 

process. Hiring and training of community members for research activities must 

be included within the research proposal presented to the community. 

10. Cultural sensitivity training for researchers not from the First Nation community 

assists in developing a mutual understanding. This generates respect for social, 



political and cultural structures. Consequent ly, al1 researchers entering the First 

Nation comunity should undergo cultural sensitivity training (ATFE 19%). 

1 1 .  In the post-research stage, researchers must return al1 raw, draft and final format 

information that has been collected to the First Nation wmrnunity . 

ïbwardr Moral and Ethical Rcsearch in 112 
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